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1.

Apologies

2.

Conflict of Interest

3.

Deputations and Petitions
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4.

Risk

4.1. Health and Safety

Performance, Audit and Risk Committee report
Date of meeting

28 June 2018

Author

Matthew Bennett
Health and Safely Advisor

Endorsed by

Miles McConway
Director Finance and Corporate Services

Purpose
1.

To provide a summary of information on Health and Safety matters to the Performance,
Audit and Risk Committee.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

Receive the Health and Safety Governance Report for June.

Attachments
1.

180611 H+ S Report - Governance June 28 th - COMS [4.1.1]
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Health and Safety Report
Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1. Receive this report on Health and Safety progress and indicators.

Summary








The 2018/2019 Health and Safety Strategy has been agreed by the Champions
Committee and it is being drafted for final approval by the Executive Leadership
Team.
Since the last governance report dated 3 May 2018, the reviewing of health and
safety training and occupational health monitoring has initiated and an
organisational-wide survey of personal protection equipment (PPE) use and
requirements has been sent out.
Work has begun in preparing for the re-opening of the Oxford Quarry. This will
include a thorough review and update of the quarrying health and safety plan and
notification to WorkSafe as required by regulations.
Eleven incidents were reported since the last report (3 May): Six were
insignificant, four minor and two required medical attention. Two of these were not
workplace related. Eight investigations have been closed, two are ongoing and one
is overdue. Page four states the incidents that occurred.
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Health and Safety Strategy Work Programme
Strategy Update
The current strategy has 12 measures: four are complete and five require continuous
monitoring, which is occurring. The following measures are being actively worked on:




Section Training/competency plan
Development of Safe Systems of Work: HIGH 75%, MEDIUM 35%
Contractor procurement and management. This has been incorporated into a larger
project upgrading procurement processes.

Lead Indicators
Risk Profile
This chart shows the risk profile by group, and measured by the number of ’risk activities’
(activities done that potentially cause harm). Red shows identified activities where there are
no plans, procedures or mitigations embedded. Amber shows where a plan, procedure or
mitigation is in place. Green is where a procedure is in place and has been reviewed and
determined fit-for-purpose. Considerable progress has been made by all groups over the
past month, in both documenting and reviewing activities.

Risk Activities by Group
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Improvement and Corrective Actions
Current improvements underway are:




Developing a centralised record of building evacuation status and requirements
Improving the use and understanding of the Hazard Register
Producing improved field resources for the critical risk rules.

New Improvement and Corrections from 3 May to 6 June:
Title

Section

Risk Category

Due By

Status

1

Chemical Storage Cabinets

Property

HSNO

1/07/2018

Open

2

Agri-chem spray packs

Property

HSNO

1/07/2018

Open

3

Suitable Shelving

Property

Buildings & Facilities

1/07/2018

Open

4

Label Shelving

Property

Buildings & Facilities

1/08/2018

Open

5

Electrical Leads

Property

Electricity

1/07/2018

Open

6

Non-essential materials

Property

Buildings & Facilities

1/07/2018

Open

7

First Aid

Property

Emergency Response

8/06/2018

Open

8

H&S Noticeboards

Business & Customer Services

Buildings & Facilities

1/07/2018

Open

9

Yard Security

Property

Buildings & Facilities

1/08/2018

Open

10

Reception Renovations

Property

Buildings & Facilities

1/09/2018

Open

Audits and Inspections
Thirteen external reviews have been lined up for 2018. In the past month an additional
two external reviews have been initiated and the three that where already underway are
progressing well.
In addition, there will be an internal desktop audit of the overall health and safety
management structure and each section will set an internal programme of review of specific
activities as a part of their annual health and safety planning.

Training
A full review of health and safety training needs was initiated at the start of June. The
first stage of the review involves surveying all sections to establish what training courses are
required by each position/role. This information will then be used to build a database that
can be used to inform training needs for new workers and to then inform ongoing training
requirements. We are currently waiting for all sections to provide the necessary information.

Occupational Health
Our health monitoring of exposed/susceptible workers continues and the results
provide assurance that our control methods are effective.
We are using the same review of training, as mentioned above, with occupational health.
The intention is to have a reliable database of each role/position that is exposed to
occupational health risks.
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Lag Indicators
Incidents from 3 May to 6 June:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Impact

Risk Category

Risk Sub-category

Team

Stage

Minor Injury (First Aid)
Insignificant
Medical (Doctor Visit)
Insignificant
Minor Injury (First Aid)
Insignificant
Insignificant
Medical (Doctor Visit)
Minor Injury (First Aid)
Minor Injury (First Aid)
Insignificant

Transportation
Transportation
Transportation
Machinery
Personnel Security / Public Threat
Buildings & Facilities
Transportation
Buildings & Facilities
Buildings & Facilities
Transportation
Other

ECan Property
Non-ECan Property
Non-ECan Property
Other
Off-site
Non-ECan Property
ECan Property
ECan Property
Non-ECan Property
ECan Property
ECan Property

FS - Biosecurity
Non-Workplace
Zone Delivery
River Engineering
Civil Defence
Consents
FS - Parks & Forests
Consents
Information Services
FS - Biosecurity
Non-Workplace

Open
Closed
Open
Open
Closed
Overdue
Open
Closed
Closed
Open
Closed

Year-to-date Summaries
Incident by Impact and Group - 2018
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Buildings & Facilities

Personnel Security /
Public Threat, 11%

Incidents by Category - 2018
Buildings &
Facilities, 21%
Buildings & Facilities
Environment
Machinery

Transportation, 30%

Transportation
Environment, 30%

Personnel Security / Public Threat

Machinery, 8%
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5.

Performance

5.1. Action List
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

28 June 2018

Author

Katherine Harbrow, CFO

Endorsed by

Miles McConway, Director Finance & Corporate Services

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to record matters raised at the PARC meetings that require
substantial follow up actions and to provide delivery times and accountability.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

Receive the Action List for the 28 June 2018 meeting agenda

Attachment
1. Current PAR Action List
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Performance, Audit & Risk Committee Action List
#

Action
Request
Date

Resolution/Request

Action Taken

By Whom

Financial Health: review the metrics for improving future
reports

Ongoing

Katherine Harbrow

Efficiency and Productivity Reporting

Ongoing

Miles McConway

Public Transport Report: Results of 3-month WIFI trial to
be included in public transport report when available

Awaiting results of
trial

Stewart Gibbon

Notes/Dates

Future Meetings:

26/04/18

Current Meeting:
1

24/05/18

Operations Report: Provide an update on the Dam Safety
standards being revoked by the Government

Included in this
month’s Agenda

David PerenaraO’Connell /
Chantel Mills

2

24/05/18

Internal Audit: Provide a summary of the findings for the
GST & FBT internal audit

Included in this
month’s Agenda

Tanya Clifford
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5.2. Operational Report May 2018
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee
(PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday 28th June 2018

Author

Chantel Mills
Team Leader – Corporate Reporting

Endorsed by

Katherine Harbrow
Chief Financial Officer

Purpose
1. To report on operational performance by portfolio for the eleven-month period ended
31 May 2018.

Value proposition
2. To enhance the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee's understanding of the
organisations operational performance.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

receive the Operational Performance report for the eleven months ended 31
May 2018.

Background
3. The Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) Operations Report for May
2018 includes service delivery and related financial performance information for the
2017/18 year to date.

Overall Performance
4. 81 of the 88 measured Levels of Service (LoS) performance targets for the year are
on track to be achieved or have been achieved (92%).
5. For the eleven months ended 31 May 2018 an operating surplus (excluding business
units and other non-operating income) of $0.60 million is reported against a budgeted
deficit of $4.03 million, or a $4.63 million favourable variance against budget. This
variance consists of $3.52 million more revenue and $1.11 million less expenditure
than budget.
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Performance against Levels of Service (LoS)
6. We have 93 LoS targets in 2017/18, with 5 not being measured (i.e. 1 in Air Quality;
1 in Canterbury Water Management Strategy; and 3 in Passenger Transport), leaving
88 targets being reported on in the Operational Performance Report.
7. At 31 May 2018, 3 of the 88 measured LoS targets have been achieved and 78 are
on track, while 6 have been identified as ‘Will not be Achieved’ and 1 LoS target has
been flagged as ‘Not on track’ ~ see below:
TARGET
Orari-Temuka-Opihi-Pareora and Waimakariri scheduled for
Year 3 LTP (2017/18).
A total of 80% of councils and CDEM survey respondents rate
the relationship and service as good or very good (on a scale
of very poor, poor, fair, good and very good).

Current Month

Prior Month

Won't Achieve

Won't Achieve

Portfolio Narration
CWMS

Not on track

On Track

HAZ

Won't Achieve

Won't Achieve

CON

Won't Achieve

Not on track

CON

Won't Achieve

Not on track

CON

Won't Achieve

Not on track

CON

Won't Achieve

Won't Achieve

Target dates for statutory plan public notification are met.

A reduction in the number of resource consent applications
where further information is required (s92 requests) is
achieved through pre-application meetings.

A median of 24 days or less of total elapsed time is achieved.

100% of medium or high potential impact dams have
registered a Dam Safety Assurance Programme.
Environment Canterbury's policy advice meets NZIER's good
practice standards with scores on average 6.75 or better.

The OTOP and Waimakariri notification dates have
been delayed.
Survey will be administered late June. The target was
not achieved in 2016/17 (when 60% of respondents
rated the service as good or very good).
It is anticipated that the OTOP notification date may
need to be delayed, and also the already
acknowledged delay in the Waimakariri notification
date.
Higher number of request, which is most likely due
to the more complex applications. Looking at s92
requests is not a good measure of whether or not
applicants clearly understand the quality of the
application required to be submitted.
There has been an increase in complex consent
applications which take more time to process.
However, this does not represent a reduction in
quality of work.
Dam safety standards revoked by government.

Assessment score for 2017/18 is 6.7 (.05 below Level
REG LEAD of Service target score).

Please refer to the attached Levels of Service Report for further details.

Financial Performance
Revenue
8. Rates revenue is in line with budget. User pays and Other revenue are 9.17% higher
than budget and Grants are 2.13% higher than expected.
User pays and Other revenue
9. Transport, Greater Christchurch Rebuild and Urban Development user pays revenue
is $1.02 million higher than anticipated, with higher public transport contract revenue
received year to date.
10. The Hazards, risk and safety portfolio have received higher user pays and other
revenue compared to budget, with more user pays engineering works being received,
income from poplar logging in river berms and willow pole sales. We have also
recovered $0.27 million more than anticipated in relation to the 2016 North
Canterbury Earthquake.
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11. CWMS have received an extra $0.68 million from central government and industry in
support of regional infrastructure projects, of which $0.33 million relates to the OTOP
irrigation Acceleration Fund.
12. User pays and other revenue in the Planning, Consents and Compliance portfolio are
$0.42 million lower than budget. Consent processing application revenue is $0.77
million lower than budget due to fewer consent applications being received than
anticipated and is offset by lower corresponding expenditure, resulting in a near
break-even year to date result. RMA consent monitoring and incident response user
pays revenue is $0.38 million more than expected.
Grants
13. Biodiversity and biosecurity have received additional grant revenue of $2.76 million
from the Ministry of Primary Industries (MPI) towards the control of wilding conifer.
14. Transport, Greater Christchurch Rebuild and Urban Development grant revenue is
$1.74 million underbudget due to capital grant funded IT projects being delayed
($0.77 million), lower contract grant revenue ($0.45 million), and lower than
anticipated marketing activity ($0.22 million).

Expenditure
15. Biosecurity expenditure is $2.02 million higher than budget and is mainly due to
wilding conifer control work, which is funded by grant revenue received from Ministry
for Primary Industries.
16. Transport, Greater Christchurch Rebuild and Urban Development operating
expenses are $1.68 (2.6%) lower than budget because of delays to IT projects, lower
bus contract expenditure and less marketing being undertaken. Community transport
programmes are $0.41 million overspent due to increased patronage – the
overspend is partially offset by higher grants and other income ($0.27 million).
17. The operating expenditure for the Planning, consents and compliance portfolio is
$1.30 million (9.0%) lower than anticipated. Consent application processing costs are
lower than budget and reflects the actual volume of consents processed this year (vs
the estimated volume). There has been a reduction in the number of events requiring
incident response and investigation ($0.33 million) this year; and desktop water data
monitoring has reduced the need for as many field visits, thereby lowering associated
monitoring costs.

Actual vs 8+4 Forecast tracking
18. Forecast expenditure on all portfolios for the 2017/18 year is $169 million.
Expenditure to the end of May is $150 million, meaning we will need to spend $19
million (11% of the forecast) in June to meet forecast expenditure.
19. The current position is similar to the same time last year, where 13% of full year
expenditure was incurred in the last month of the financial year.
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2017/18

PORTFOLIO

Air quality

2016/17

ACT

FCAST

FCAST

JUL-MAY

FULL YR

JUN

%

ACT

ACT

FULL YR

JUN

%

3,797

4,448

651

15%

3,452

658

19%

Biodiversity and biosecurity

10,305

12,609

2,304

18%

12,226

3,048

25%

Canterbury Water Management Strategy

23,288

26,918

3,631

13%

24,526

3,718

15%

Hazards, risks and safety

23,587

26,317

2,730

10%

26,665

3,384

13%

Planning, consents and compliance

13,227

14,236

1,009

7%

14,285

1,548

11%

Regional leadership
Transport, Greater Christchurch rebuild &
urban development
TOTAL

12,257

13,276

1,020

8%

12,835

1,315

10%

63,712

71,194

7,482

11%

67,946

7,040

10%

150,172

168,998

18,827

11%

161,933

20,712

13%

Attachments
1. Operational Performance Report May 2018
2. Levels of Service Report May 2018
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.

LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS
Achieved

3

On Track

OPERATING PERFORMANCE REPORT

88
Not On Track

78

Won't Achieve

1

6

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

150.77 M

150.17 M

0.6 M

Goal: 147.25 M

REVENUE

Goal: 151.28 M

‐0.73%

Goal: ‐4.03 M

31/05/2018

EXPENDITURE

YTD Actual Revenue
90.00

2.39%

Reporting Period
1/07/2017

86.47

YTD Actual Expenditure

YTD Budget Revenue
86.47

YTD Budget Expenditure

70.00
63.71

80.00
70.00

65.39

60.00

MILLIONS

60.00
50.00

50.00

40.00

34.64

31.74

29.66

30.00

29.04
40.00
MILLIONS

20.00
10.00
‐
Rates

User Pays and Other

30.00
23.59

Grants

23.24 23.29

23.76

20.00

LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS BY PORTFOLIO
OVERALL
Canterbury Water Management Strategy

89%

3%

66%

17%

Transport, greaterChch rebuild

100%

Biodiversity and biosecurity

100%

Hazards, risks and safety 3%

94%

Regional leadership

84%

Planning, consents and compliance
Air quality

8%

17%

100%

Performance, Audit and Risk Committee 2018-06-28

14.53
12.26 12.47

10.30
8.29

10.00

3.80
3%
8%
36%

64%

13.23

1% 7%

3.61

‐
Transport, Hazards, risks Canterbury
Planning,
greaterChCh and safety
Water
consents and
rebuild &
Management compliance
urban
Strategy
development

Regional
leadership

Biodiversity
and
biosecurity

Air quality
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CANTERBURY WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS
Reporting Period
1/07/2017

31/05/2018

Caroline Hart

Levels of Service

5
Measures

ACHIEVED

ON TRACK

NOT ON TRACK

1

4

0

STATUS: LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS

6
WON'T ACHIEVE

1

17%

66%

17%

COMMENTS ON SERVICE DELIVERY

WATCHLIST

Zone committees are concluding presentations of Annual Reports to District Councils. Community
engagement on Waimakariri and OTOP sub‐regional processes are underway/being considered
respectively. F&B application to Environment Court for a declaration withdrawn. Significant surface
water science work in OTOP, Waimakariri & H/W planning projects undertaken. 2019 Omnibus Plan
Change scoping work is advancing. Regional infrastructure projects are also progressing well.
Groundwater monitoring programmes progressing as planned, and numerous investigations
underway. Preliminary work on wells database replacement started. Zone and Regional Delivery are
maintaining a strong focus on GMP campaigns and Land Management Advice and Zone Reporting.

The following targets were not achieved in 2016/17:
The annual progress report on joint work programmes with CDHB,
Irrigation NZ, the Canterbury dairy industry, Fish and Game (North
Canterbury and Central South Canterbury) was not made available
on our website at 30/06/2017.

EMERGING ISSUES

ACRONYMS / ADDITIONAL NOTES / METRICS

There is an anticipated underspend in the Zone Facilitation Programme due to lower than anticipated
spending in provisional budgets for advertising ($66K) and external consultants ($75K). This
underspend is compounded in the budget by a higher than expected return on CWMS reserves ($80k)
due to higher interest rates.

CDHB: Canterbury District Health Board
F&B: Forest and Bird
FEP: Farm Environment Plan
GMP: Good Management Practice
H/W: Hurunui/Waiau
LAWA: Land Air Water Aotearoa
OTOP: Orari Temuka Opihi Pareora water zone

6
Targets

7
Not Measured This Year

1
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CANTERBURY WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
OPERATING PERFORMANCE

1/07/2017

EXPENDITURE

REVENUE

Reporting Period

22.46 M

31/05/2018
Goal:

Caroline Hart

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

23.29 M

21.68 M

3.61%

Goal:

23.76 M

‐0.83 M
‐1.98%

Goal:

‐2.08 M
12%

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

Revenue is in line with budget.
Additional funding was received
from central government and
industry to support regional
infrastructure projects.

Overspend in ZIP Delivery due to a combination of Land Management advice on campaigns including consent to farm, LAWA
summer swim, support for Farm Audit Programme, North Canterbury Recovery and GMP Campaigns. Anticipated overspend in
surface water monitoring ($100k) due to 3 flood events (July 2017, January 2018 and February 2018) and North Canterbury
earthquakes requiring increased maintenance of gauges on site. Underspend occurring in RMA Framework ($500k) due to delays
with contracting work for Omnibus 2019 sub‐regionals, and lower expenditure due to efficient planning and use of staff resource.
This amount will be returned to reserves at the end of the financial year.

YTD Actual Revenue
22.00

21.67

YTD Actual Expenditure

YTD Budget Revenue
21.67

10.00

20.00

88%

YTD Actual

Budget Left

YTD Budget Expenditure

9.31
8.47

18.00

8.00
7.07

16.00
14.00

5.68

6.00
MILLIONS

MILLIONS

YTD ACTUAL EXPENDITURE vs FULL
YEAR BUDGET

12.00
10.00

5.55

5.79

4.00

8.00
2.09

6.00

2.19

2.00

4.00
0.42

2.00

0.76

0.01

0.04

‐

‐

‐
ZIP Delivery

Rates

User Pays and Other

Grants
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Water quality and
quantity monitoring

RMA Water
Framework

CWMS Facilitation

Regional Water
Infrastructure
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TRANSPORT, GREATER CHRISTCHURCH REBUILD AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

9

LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS
Reporting Period
1/07/2017

31/05/2018
Sam Elder

Levels of Service

5
Measures

STATUS: LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS

ACHIEVED

ON TRACK

NOT ON TRACK

0

9

0

WON'T ACHIEVE
100%

0

COMMENTS ON SERVICE DELIVERY

WATCHLIST

Delivery of the statutory and strategic work programme for the RTC is on track, with a key milestone
achieved this month with sign‐off of the new RLTP. The GCP continues to progress work required to
give effect to the NPS‐UDC, including the HBDCA and FDS. Environment Canterbury continues to
provide input to Greater Christchurch regeneration plans and strategies. The Whakaraupo/Lyttelton
Harbour Catchment Management Plan was completed in March. The GCPTJC is reviewing the draft
RPTP text in preparation for consultation in August. Total Mobility costs remain higher than budgeted
due to higher usage and legal costs. Patronage in Greater Christchurch was up slightly in May, with
year‐to‐date sitting 1% up on last year.

12
Targets

12

EMERGING ISSUES

ACRONYMS / ADDITIONAL NOTES / METRICS

Both the draft RPTP and draft FDS are due for public consultation in August. It is important that these
processes are aligned, to reflect the integrated approach to land use and transport planning in
Greater Christchurch.

CCC: Christchurch City Council
FDS: Future Development Strategy
GCP: Greater Christchurch Partnership
GCPTJC: Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee
HBDCA: Housing and Business Development Capacity Assessment
NPS‐UDC: National Policy Statement on Urban Development
Capacity
RLTP: Regional Land Transport Plan
RPTP: Regional Public Transport Plan
RTC: Regional Transport Committee

Not Measured This Year

3
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TRANSPORT, GREATER CHRISTCHURCH REBUILD AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
OPERATING PERFORMANCE
REVENUE

Reporting Period
1/07/2017

63.4 M

31/05/2018
Goal:

Sam Elder

EXPENDITURE

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

63.71 M

64.12 M

‐1.12%

Goal:

65.39 M

‐0.31 M
‐2.57%

Goal:

YTD ACTUAL EXPENDITURE vs FULL
YEAR BUDGET

‐1.27 M
13%

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

Revenue is slightly lower than budget YTD. Grant funding from NZTA is lower than
budget, because corresponding costs have also been lower than budget, therefore
the amount claimed from NZTA has been lower.

Expenditure for the Greater Christchurch Metro programme is $1.85m under
budget, which is due to delays to the delivery of IT projects, lower than expected
marketing activity, timing of public transport infrastructure claims from CCC, and
lower than budgeted labour costs.

87%

YTD Actual

YTD Actual Revenue

YTD Actual Expenditure

YTD Budget Revenue

30.00

60.00

58.25

Budget Left

YTD Budget Expenditure

60.10

26.63
24.89

50.00
20.54

40.00

MILLIONS

17.97

16.95

MILLIONS

20.54
20.00

30.00

20.00
10.00
10.00
3.29

2.87

0.96

1.10

0.52

0.45

0.69

0.87

‐
Greater Christchurch
Metro

‐
Grants

Rates

User Pays and Other
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REGIONAL LEADERSHIP
LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS
Reporting Period
1/07/2017

31/05/2018

David Perenara O'Connell

Levels of Service

7
Measures

STATUS: LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS

13

ACHIEVED

ON TRACK

NOT ON TRACK

1

11

0

WON'T ACHIEVE

1

8%

84%

COMMENTS ON SERVICE DELIVERY

WATCHLIST

A new customer engagement system has been developed to support the adoption of the RPMP and
the Council Representation Review initial engagement in June. "Living Here" July issue is being
prepared now as is the LTP post‐adoption communications. Work on the 2018‐28 LTP has moved into
the final phase. Councillors listened to hearings 30 April‐2 May 2018. These material presented at
hearings and the written submissions were debated in a public Council meeting on 23 May 2018.
Adoption date for the LTP is set for 21 June 2018. Tangata whenua advisory service demand remains
lower than projected although services in South Canterbury are now available and forecast to
increase.

The following targets were not achieved in 2016/17:

8%

A total of 75% of survey respondents rate the relationship as good or
very good (on scale of very poor, poor, fair, good and very good). By
2017 ‐ 80%) ‐ The full stakeholder satisfaction survey is not carried
out every year (i.e. 16/17 was a non survey year). However the
15/16 year result showed 85% of the survey respondents rated the
relationship as good or very good, meeting the 2017 target of 80%
one year early.

12
Targets

13

EMERGING ISSUES

ACRONYMS / ADDITIONAL NOTES / METRICS

Council will confirm its initial Representation Review proposal on 21 June 2018. A public consultation
process will start on 27 June 2018 and finish a month later on 27 July. Hearing of submissions will be
held the week commencing 6 August 2018. Council will decide its final representation arrangements
proposal on 23 August 2018.

Chatham Island is a contracted service.
CWMS: Canterbury Water Management Strategy
LAWA: Land Air Water Aotearoa
LTP: 2018‐28 Long Term Plan
RPMP: Regional Pest Management Plan

Not Measured This Year

0
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REGIONAL LEADERSHIP
OPERATING PERFORMANCE
REVENUE

Reporting Period
1/07/2017

10.59 M

31/05/2018

David Perenara O'Connell

Goal:

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

EXPENDITURE

12.26 M

10.79 M

‐1.93%

Goal:

12.47 M

YTD ACTUAL EXPENDITURE vs FULL
YEAR BUDGET

‐1.67 M
‐1.72%

Goal:

‐1.68 M
10%

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

Revenue is in line with budget.

Portfolio within budget. Strategy & Programmes is underspent due to savings in
labour costs. Ngai Tahu Engagement is under budget due to lower than forecast
demand for tangata whenua advisory projects. LTP budgets are overspent due to
additional costs to undertake pre‐engagement on the Council's Strategic Direction
and development of additional community engagement material including a new
way to present rating information.

YTD Actual Revenue
8.83

8.83

8.00

8.00

7.00

7.00

6.00

6.00

5.00
4.00

Budget Left

YTD Budget Expenditure

5.00
4.17

4.08

4.00
2.72

3.00

3.00

2.24

2.00

YTD Actual

9.00

MILLIONS

MILLIONS

9.00

YTD Actual Expenditure

YTD Budget Revenue

90%

1.53

2.46

2.22

2.00

1.60

1.37

1.14

1.00

0.60

1.18

1.07

1.18

0.67

1.00

0.23
‐

‐
Rates

User Pays and Other

Grants
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Advisory and
Communications

Strategy and
Programmes

Governance
Services

Ngai Tahu
Engagement

Long Term and Chatham Islands
Annual Planning
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AIR QUALITY
Reporting Period
1/07/2017

31/05/2018
Sam Elder

Levels of Service

3
Measures

STATUS: LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS

4

LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS
ACHIEVED

ON TRACK

NOT ON TRACK

0

4

0

WON'T ACHIEVE
100%

0

COMMENTS ON SERVICE DELIVERY

WATCHLIST

Overall, service delivery is on track. The winter air programme is underway. Communications is
ongoing, peaking before and during winter. Smoke‐free burning demos were held in May in Timaru.
Temporary waivers, subsidies, and in‐home advice are available. The programme includes eight
weeks in winter identifying smoky chimneys to target support. The Healthier Homes Canterbury
initiative is in the Long‐Term Plan process and could be in place by September 2018. This would allow
ratepayers to add up to $6k to their rates bill over nine years for home heating appliances,
ventilation and/or insulation. We are progressing the development of ultra‐low emission wood
burner technology with industry. Mandatory air quality monitoring and publishing of information is
on track. The Yaldhurst Air Quality Monitoring Programme is in progress and final reports will be
available in June.

The following targets were not achieved in 2016/17:
Adoption and implementation of the Canterbury Air Plan 2015 ‐ The
revised Air Plan was not operative at the end of 2016/17 ‐ Adoption
took place in October 2017.

3
Targets

EMERGING ISSUES

ACRONYMS / ADDITIONAL NOTES / METRICS

There are no emerging issues.

5
Not Measured This Year

1
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AIR QUALITY
OPERATING PERFORMANCE
REVENUE

Reporting Period
1/07/2017

3.28 M

31/05/2018
Goal:

Sam Elder

EXPENDITURE

3.34 M

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

3.8 M
‐1.65%

3.61 M

Goal:

‐0.51 M
5.31%

Goal:

YTD ACTUAL EXPENDITURE vs FULL
YEAR BUDGET

‐0.27 M
5%

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

Revenue is within budget.

Expenditure is higher than budget and has been driven by higher Council approved
subsidies to support South Canterbury ratepayers with Air Plan compliance, and
higher 2017 burner swap‐out campaign costs.

95%

YTD Actual

YTD Actual Revenue

YTD Actual Expenditure

YTD Budget Revenue

4.00

4.00

Budget Left

YTD Budget Expenditure
3.80
3.61

3.50

3.50
3.11

3.00

3.00

2.50

2.50
MILLIONS

MILLIONS

3.11

2.00

2.00

1.50

1.50

1.00

1.00

0.50
0.18

0.23

‐

0.50
‐

Rates

User Pays and Other
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Air Quality
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BIODIVERSITY AND BIOSECURITY
LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS
Reporting Period
1/07/2017

31/05/2018

David Perenara O'Connell

Levels of Service

3

ACHIEVED

ON TRACK

NOT ON TRACK

0

11

0

WON'T ACHIEVE
100%

0

COMMENTS ON SERVICE DELIVERY

WATCHLIST

The Regional Wilding Conifer Programme is ahead of schedule. The RPMP will be adopted in June
2018 and planning for implementation is well underway. Biodiversity programmes are progressing
and include surveys, monitoring and analysis of regional sites in addition to habitat enhancement for
braided river birds, planting programmes and weed control on Banks Peninsula. Te Waihora and Te
Ahuriri work continues.

The following targets were not achieved in 2016/17:

Measures

6
Targets

STATUS: LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS

11

A reducing trend in pest levels identified in the Regional Pest Plan.
Plant and animal pests were monitored across the region. Plan
objectives vary between eradication through to containment. In
2016/17 overall pest levels were estimated to have stayed relatively
static. There were decreases in some pests numbers and distribution
(e.g. rooks and rabbits), some remained static (e.g. Nassella tussock
in North Canterbury, gorse and broom region‐wide) and some
increased (e.g. wallabies in South Canterbury).

EMERGING ISSUES

ACRONYMS / ADDITIONAL NOTES / METRICS

No emerging issues.

RPMP: Regional Pest Management Plan

11
Not Measured This Year

0
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BIODIVERSITY AND BIOSECURITY
OPERATING PERFORMANCE
REVENUE

Reporting Period
1/07/2017

10.42 M

31/05/2018

David Perenara O'Connell

EXPENDITURE

Goal:

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

10.3 M

7.19 M

44.90%

8.29 M

Goal:

0.12 M
24.37%

Goal:

YTD ACTUAL EXPENDITURE vs FULL
YEAR BUDGET

‐1.09 M
‐10%

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

Revenue is over budget due to additional funding from the Ministry for Primary
Industries for the Regional Wilding Conifer Programme.

Biosecurity expenditure is up due to wilding conifer work and some significant
enforcement work undertaken this year. Regional biodiversity is underspent YTD
pending grant conditions/milestones being met. Works are underway and grant
conditions/milestones are scheduled to be met by year end.

90%

YTD Actual Revenue
YTD Budget Revenue
7.10
7.10
7.00

7.00

6.00

6.00

5.00

5.00

YTD Actual Expenditure

MILLIONS

MILLIONS

YTD Actual

4.00

2.76

3.00

4.00

Budget Left

YTD Budget Expenditure

6.57

3.93

3.88
3.39

3.00

2.00

2.00

1.00

1.00

0.57

0.34

0.10

0.47

‐

‐

‐
Rates

User Pays and Other

Grants
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Regional Biodiversity
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HAZARDS, RISK AND SAFETY
LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS
Reporting Period
1/07/2017

31/05/2018
Sam Elder

Levels of Service

10

STATUS: LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS

34

ACHIEVED

ON TRACK

NOT ON TRACK

0

32

1

WON'T ACHIEVE

0

3%

94%

COMMENTS ON SERVICE DELIVERY

WATCHLIST

Highlights for the month include: a successful navigation safety media campaign raising awareness of
vessel identification requirements; public notification of the Statement of Proposal for amendments
to the Flood Protection and Drainage Bylaw 2013; and a joint funded project with Department of
Conservation for monitoring marine reserves on Banks Penninsula.

The following targets were not achieved in 2016/17:

3%

A total of 80% of council and CDEM survey respondents rate the
relationship and service as good or very good (on a scale of very
poor, poor, fair, good and very good).

Measures

18
Targets

34

EMERGING ISSUES

ACRONYMS / ADDITIONAL NOTES / METRICS

There is some inherent risk to achievement of Level of Service Target 2B (A total of 80% of councils
and CDEM survey respondents rate the relationship and service as good or very good) due to
uncertainty with measures which rely on one‐off surveys at year end. Survey results will be available
in early July.

CDEM: Civil Defence Emergency Management
JESP: Justice and Emergency Services Precint

Not Measured This Year

0
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HAZARDS, RISK AND SAFETY
OPERATING PERFORMANCE
REVENUE

Reporting Period
1/07/2017

EXPENDITURE

26.45 M

31/05/2018
Goal:

Sam Elder

25.6 M

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

23.59 M
3.34%

Goal:

23.24 M

YTD ACTUAL EXPENDITURE vs FULL
YEAR BUDGET

2.86 M
1.51%

Goal:

2.36 M
12%

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

Revenue is within budget. We have received more revenue than anticipated from
emergency management flood response reimbursements, logging poplars in river
berms, engineering user pays, and higher gravel extraction. Revenue from
Contaminated Hazardous Land is lower than budgeted due to an extended timeline
for the Kaikoura Hurunui Waste Project.

Expenditure within budget overall. Overspend in Flood Protection & Control Works
is due to extra costs for flood repair work, and higher than expected legal and
contaminated land consultant fees relating to management of Environment
Canterbury land. Overspend in Emergency Management is due to higher overheads,
activation costs and relocation to the JESP. Underspend in Contaminated Hazardous
Land is due to an extended timeline for the Kaikoura Hurunui Waste Project.

YTD Actual Revenue

YTD Actual Expenditure

YTD Budget Revenue

YTD Actual

Budget Left

YTD Budget Expenditure

20.00

20.00
17.70

17.70
14.98
15.00

MILLIONS

15.00

MILLIONS

88%

10.00
7.30
6.32

14.17

10.00

5.00
2.34

5.00
1.46

1.58

Rates

User Pays and Other

Grants
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2.14

2.43

1.73

2.10

1.35

1.62

1.05

1.12

‐
Flood

‐

1.79

Emergency

Contamination Natural Hazards

Coastal
Environment &
Hazards

Navigational
Safety
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PLANNING, CONSENTS AND COMPLIANCE
Reporting Period
31/05/2018

1/07/2017

Sam Elder

Levels of Service

6

STATUS: LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS

11

LEVELS OF SERVICE TARGETS
ACHIEVED

ON TRACK

NOT ON TRACK

0

7

0

WON'T ACHIEVE

4

COMMENTS ON SERVICE DELIVERY
On‐going support is being provided to five TAs with district plan reviews. The statutory timeframe for
processing of consent applications was 100% in May. There has been a strong focus on priority based
consents monitoring and associated advisory work, including YAQMP.

WATCHLIST
The following targets were not achieved in 2016/17:
A reduction in the number of resource consent applications where
further information is required (s92 requests) is achieved through
pre‐application advice. The number remained steady at 20% but the
number of applications returned due to incompleteness reduced.

100% of medium and high potential impact dams have registered a
Dam Safety Assurance Programme . Dam safety standards were
revoked by the government in 2016/17 ‐ new guidelines are being
developed but are unlikely to be agreed before 30 June 2018.

10

11

36%

A median of 21 days or less of total elapsed time to achieve was not
achieved ‐ the target was revised to 24 days during 2016/17.

Measures

Targets

64%

EMERGING ISSUES

ACRONYMS / ADDITIONAL NOTES / METRICS

Three additional levels of service have been identified as 'will not achieve' this month, taking the
total 'will not achieve' to 4 YTD. Requests for further information (s92) are higher where pre‐
application advice is given as these are generally more complex applications. An increase in more
complex consent applications has meant that the median total time for all resource consent
applications is currently 28 days with only one month of the financial year remaining. The target of
24 days cannot be achieved.

GMP: Good Management Practice
RMA: Resource Management Act 1991
TA: Territorial Authority
YAQMP: Yaldhurst Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Not Measured This Year

0
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PLANNING, CONSENTS AND COMPLIANCE
OPERATING PERFORMANCE
REVENUE

Reporting Period
1/07/2017

14.17 M

31/05/2018
Goal:

Sam Elder

EXPENDITURE

14.53 M

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

13.23 M
‐2.49%

14.53 M

Goal:

0.94 M
‐8.98%

Goal:

0M
17%

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

User pays revenue from RMA consent application processing is lower than
budgeted due to the lower than expected number of applications. Lower revenue is
offset by lower corresponding expenditure so the result is near breakeven.

The under spend in compliance monitoring is due to the use of desktop monitoring
of water data and less field visits. There is also under spend in incidence response
due to fewer events requiring response and investigations. Resources being used to
support implementation of GMP on farms. There is an under spend in consent
processing which reflects the actual volume of consents processed which differs
from the volume budgeted. The revenue in consent processing is lower by a similar
amount reflecting an almost breakeven result.

YTD Actual Revenue
8.00

7.53

YTD Actual Expenditure
7.92
8.00

YTD Budget Revenue

7.53

YTD ACTUAL EXPENDITURE vs FULL
YEAR BUDGET

83%

YTD Actual

Budget Left

YTD Budget Expenditure

6.97

6.77
6.35
6.00

6.00

5.40

MILLIONS

MILLIONS

5.03

4.00

4.00

2.00

2.00

0.90

0.92
0.32

0.29

0.23

‐
Rates

User Pays and Other

Grants

0.29

‐
Processing Applications
for Authorisations

Compliance of
Authorisations

Regional Policy Statement

Dams

.
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ALL PORTFOLIO LEVELS OF SERVICE
Operational Performance Report
As at 31 May 2018
Current Month

Prior Month

Portfolio

On Track

On Track

AIR

On Track

On Track

AIR

On Track

On Track

AIR

Not Measured

Not Measured

AIR

On Track

On Track

AIR

On Track

On Track

BIO

On Track
On Track

On Track
On Track

BIO
BIO

On Track

On Track

BIO

On Track
On Track

On Track
On Track

BIO
BIO

AIR QUALITY
Canterbury airsheds progress towards the National Environmental Standards for Air Quality.
MEASURE
TARGET
TARGET

Air quality monitoring and reporting occurs across Canterbury airsheds.
Airshed monitoring and reporting capability is maintained as required by the National Environmental Standard for Air
Quality.
Outcomes‐focused reporting frameworks, eg. polluted airshed graphs of PM10 showing concentration reductions, are
made public.

Joint work programmes are developed with health boards and territorial authorities to support air quality
outcomes.
MEASURE
TARGET

Agreements are in place with health boards and territorial authorities.
Two joint work programmes in place and delivered each year.

The Canterbury Air Plan 2015 and airshed action plans are in place.
MEASURE
TARGET
TARGET

Adoption and implementation of the Canterbury Air Plan 2015.
Air Plans are operative.
Implementation plans are in place for seven polluted airsheds as agreed with territorial authorities and health boards.

BIODIVERSITY AND BIOSECURITY
Environment Canterbury works with Ngāi Tahu, communities, territorial authorities, Department of Conservation,
land occupiers and other recreational, environmental and industry parties to protect and restore Canterbury's
indigenous biodiversity and aquatic ecosystem health.
MEASURE
TARGET
TARGET
TARGET
MEASURE
TARGET

On‐the‐ground projects to protect and restore indigenous biodiversity.
An annual increase in the area within the region that is protected (legally or physically), or subject to restoration
activities, e.g. restoration planting.
Investment in biodiversity initiatives is made in accordance with zone and regional work programmes.
At least two biodiversity projects are initiated or progressed in each CWMS zone annually.
Regional biodiversity policy and strategies are given effect to.
Support development of biodiversity content resulting from territorial authority district plan reviews in the Canterbury
region.

Environment Canterbury administers and implements a Regional Pest Management Plan. Implementation
distinguishes between new pest incursions and pre‐existing pests with both managed in a cost‐effective and
equitable way.
MEASURE
TARGET
TARGET

Implementation of a Regional Pest Management Plan that meets the requirements of the Biosecurity Act 1993.
Objectives in the Regional Pest Management Plan are met.
A proposed new Regional Pest Management Plan is operative by June 2018.

MEASURE
TARGET
TARGET

Regional incursion response capability is maintained.
Management plans are in place and/or response decisions progressed for 100% of new pests detected.
Regional incursion response capability and capacity is maintained as agreed under the National Biosecurity Capability
Network.

On Track

On Track

BIO

On Track

On Track

BIO

On Track

On Track

BIO

On Track

On Track

BIO

On Track

On Track

BIO

Achieved

Achieved

CWMS

Environment Canterbury will work in partnership with Ngāi Tahu to implement a joint programme to progress the
two‐generational vision to restore and rejuvenate the mauri and ecosystem health of Te Waihora (Lake Ellesmere).
MEASURE
TARGET
TARGET

MEASURE
TARGET

Implementation of the Whakaora Te Waihora Joint Cultural and Ecological Restoration Plan.
An annual work programme is agreed by programme partners and completed work reported to this group by 30 June
2018.
At least 80% of survey respondents rate the relationship as good or very good (on a scale of very poor, poor, fair, good
and very good).
Parties to the Te Waihora Co‐Governance agreement are satisfied with the relationship and outcomes achieved with
Environment Canterbury.
Annual survey undertaken, assessed and analysed. Performance of Service Level Agreements is monitored.

CANTERBURY WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
In partnership with the Canterbury region's district and city councils and Ngai Tahu, facilitate the CWMS zone and
regional committees to provide ongoing and improved community input to water management decisions.
MEASURE

TARGET

Report received from each committee on their progress with implementation of their Zone Implementation
Programmes and the ten target areas. Annual update from the CWMS regional committee.
11 reports that demonstrate progress on
‐ environmental restoration
‐ improved water quality
‐ water quality initiatives
‐ improved water use efficiency and land management
‐ infrastructure for reliable water supply
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Current Month

Prior Month

Portfolio

On Track

On Track

CWMS

Not Measured

Not Measured

CWMS

Will not be Achieved

Will not be Achieved

CWMS

Gather and make available information on water quantity, water quality, ecosystem health, soils, and progress
towards the CWMS targets.
MEASURE

TARGET

MEASURE
TARGET

See detailed table including:
‐ rainfall
‐ river flows
‐ river/stream water quality
‐ lake water quality
‐ marine water quality
‐ estuary water quality
‐ ecosystem health
‐ groundwater levels
‐ groundwater quality
‐ land
‐ recreational swimming
‐ water use
See detailed table that includes:
‐ number of sites
‐ frequency of measure
‐ availability of information
Report on progress towards CWMS targets is complete.
No report due in 2017/18 ‐ the report is produced every two years.

Work with the zone committees to lead a community process to collaboratively establish environmental limits for
water quality and water quantity in Canterbury.
MEASURE
TARGET

A schedule of RMA plans or variations is notified that reflects the community recommendations for environmental
limits.
Orari‐Temuka‐Opihi‐Pareora and Waimakariri scheduled for Year 3 LTP (2017/18).

In partnership with other parties, implement the recommendations in the zone implementation and regional
programmes.
MEASURE
TARGET

Annual zone work programmes agreed by zone committees, made available and completed.
Ten work programmes available with progress reporting on the website by June 2018.

On Track

On Track

CWMS

MEASURE

Joint work programmes with CDHB, Irrigation New Zealand, the Canterbury dairy industry, Fish & Game (North
Canterbury and Central South Island).
Annual progress report on joint work programme available on the website.

On Track

On Track

CWMS

On Track

On Track

CWMS

TARGET

Facilitate an integrated approach to development of water infrastructure in Canterbury that delivers on all the
CWMS targets.
MEASURE
TARGET

An annual schedule of work, that influences irrigation development in the region, is agreed with the CWMS Regional
Committee.
A regional infrastructure work programme is available with quarterly progress reporting on the website.

HAZARDS, RISKS AND SAFETY
Environment Canterbury collects and provides natural hazard information for tsunami, earthquake, landslide and
floodplain hazards to increase community awareness and guide longer‐term development.
MEASURE
TARGET
TARGET

MEASURE
TARGET
TARGET

Ensuring natural hazard information is available.
A total of 90% of advice regarding natural hazard information, in relation to private property, is provided within ten
working days.
New technical reports and information are available on Environment Canterbury’s website within six months and are
available at all times.
Providing advice to partner organisations on implementing hazard risk reduction measures.
Investigations undertaken and reports produced as scheduled and formally delivered to territorial authorities, with a
table of reports displayed annually.
A total of 80% of councils and CDEM survey respondents rate the relationship and service as good or very good (on a
scale of very poor, poor, fair, good and very good).

On Track

On Track

HAZ

On Track

On Track

HAZ

On Track

On Track

HAZ

Not on track

On Track

HAZ

On Track
On Track
On Track
On Track

On Track
On Track
On Track
On Track

HAZ
HAZ
HAZ
HAZ

On Track

On Track

HAZ

Achieved

On Track

HAZ

On Track

On Track

HAZ

Environment Canterbury enables safe navigation for ships and other commercial vessels in ports, harbours and
coastal areas.
MEASURE

TARGET
TARGET
TARGET
TARGET

The operation of an approved risk assessment regime, safety management system and appropriate risk control
measures for the ports of Lyttelton and Timaru, the harbour areas of Kaikōura and Akaroa, and the coastal waters of
the region.
Risk assessment regime and Safety Management System approved by Maritime New Zealand.
ISO 9001:2008 certification and monitoring of the Safety Management System.
Operational overview and emergency response function available at all times.
Qualified, experienced and independent Harbourmaster.

Environment Canterbury enables safe navigation for recreational vessel users of the coast, harbours and inland
waterways.
MEASURE
TARGET

Navigation safety bylaws and a navigational safety officer are in place and provide guidance on the safe navigation of
vessels within the region.
A navigation safety officer is employed to liaise with communities, user groups and organisations.

Reducing flood risk.
MEASURE

TARGET
TARGET

MEASURE

Environment Canterbury’s infrastructure strategy outlines river management for the next 30 years and includes a
schedule of river reviews to deliver strategy outcomes. The river review schedule is made publicly available.
River scheme reviews are completed in the priority order as set out in the LTP (pages 105‐107).
All completed river reviews result in 'small' works occuring one year after the review, 'medium' one‐to‐three years
after review, and 'large' one‐to‐ten years after review.
Flood protection infrastructure is maintained against agreed levels of service in consultation with river rating district
committees.
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TARGET
TARGET
TARGET

MEASURE
TARGET

Construction of flood protection infrastructure will be completed following consultation with river rating committees
and in accordance with the agree capital expenditure programme.
Deferred maintenance does not adversely impact the achievement of service objectives in any River Management
Plan.
Following any significant hazard event, e.g. earthquake, flood, fire, and when safe to do so, engineering staff
undertake prompt on‐site assessments of river protection infrastructure at affected locations.
Flood prediction information and river flood warnings are provided to key agencies when agreed trigger levels are
exceeded.
Police, Civil Defence Management, media, KiwiRail, New Zealand Transport Agency and territorial authorities will
receive flood warnings in accordance with established flood protocols.

Current Month

Prior Month

Portfolio

On Track

On Track

HAZ

On Track

On Track

HAZ

On Track

On Track

HAZ

On Track

On Track

HAZ

MEASURE
TARGET

Accurate region‐wide warnings are issued in accordance with established flood protocols.
Flood warning protocols will be reviewed after each significant flood event.

On Track

On Track

HAZ

MEASURE

Up‐to‐date and timely river flow, rainfall and flood warning advice is available through Environment Canterbury’s
website.
Appropriate flood warning advice is available on Environment Canterbury’s website during flood events.

On Track

On Track

HAZ

On Track

On Track

HAZ

Implement a management plan for regional parks.
Three regional parks are maintained and developed in accordance with their management plans, with a balance
between safe and cost effective recreational use, biodiversity and efficient and appropriate forestry management.

On Track

On Track

HAZ

MEASURE
TARGET

Restoration projects on wetland and lowland forests.
Restoration management will be applied to at least 170ha of wetland and lowland regenerating forest.

On Track

On Track

HAZ

MEASURE
TARGET

HAZ

TARGET
TARGET

Management of Council ground lease and licences reflects best practice.
Leases are monitored and at least 95% of those due for renewal in this financial year comply with lease terms and
conditions and regional rules while maintaining acceptable risk levels and market rentals.
The Land Management Plan remains operative.
2016/17/18: All new leases will be managed in accordance with Environment Canterbury's Land Management Plan.

TARGET
TARGET

Indigenous plant communities, including mahinga kai, are protected and enhanced.
Ngāi Tahu sites are protected.

TARGET

Sustainably manage the extraction of gravel from rivers.
MEASURE
TARGET

Environment Canterbury manages the sustainable extraction of gravel for flood management and erosion control
purposes while protecting and enhancing environmental, cultural, social and economic values.
Extraction of gravel from rivers does not increase flood or erosion risk.

Environment Canterbury provides cost‐effective and safe open‐space leisure and recreation opportunities on
Council‐owned land.
MEASURE
TARGET

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

HAZ

On Track

On Track

HAZ

On Track
On Track

On Track
On Track

HAZ
HAZ

On Track

On Track

HAZ

On Track

On Track

HAZ

On Track
On Track

On Track
On Track

HAZ
HAZ

On Track
On Track

On Track
On Track

HAZ
HAZ

On Track

On Track

HAZ

Provide information about coastal hazards.
MEASURE
TARGET

Coastal areas susceptible to coastal erosion and sea water flooding identified and mapped.
A total of 100% of coastal erosion areas mapped.

Maintain a regional marine oil spill response capability.
MEASURE
TARGET

Availability of a regional response capability that meets Maritime New Zealand’s requirements.
Available at all times.

Environment Canterbury is an active partner of the Canterbury CDEM group and provides for the support,
information and administration needs of the group office.
MEASURE
TARGET
TARGET

Environment Canterbury is a supportive partner within the Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management Group.
Participate fully as an active partner in achieving the objectives of the Group plan.
All emergency events are responded to as required.

Environment Canterbury reduces risk to human health and the environment from waste, hazardous substances and
contaminated sites.
MEASURE
TARGET
TARGET
TARGET

MEASURE

Priority regional and national waste projects are supported in partnership with territorial authorities, industry and
other agencies.
Two projects are co‐ordinated across the region.
Project milestones are achieved and signed off by funding partners (Ministry for the Environment).
100% of all enquires on waste and hazardous substance from inductry, other agencies and territorial authorities are
responded to.
Environment Canterbury undertakes investigations for the purposes of identifying and monitoring contaminated land.

TARGET

Information on the Listed Land Use Register (LLUR) is up‐to‐date, and 100% of technical enquiries are responded to.

TARGET

One joint contaminated land identification project is carried out with a territorial authority partner.

On Track

On Track

HAZ

On Track

On Track

HAZ

Will not be Achieved

Will not be Achieved

CON

On Track

On Track

CON

PLANNING, CONSENTS AND COMPLIANCE
Environment Canterbury's regional policy and plans serve the community in an efficient and timely manner in line
with the planning timetable set out in the Long‐Term Plan.
MEASURE
TARGET
TARGET

A regional plan development timetable is established and maintained. The timetable is made publicly available.
Target dates for statutory plan public notification are met.
Statutory plans are supported by implementation plans covering consents, compliance and communication activities.

Environment Canterbury works collaboratively with the region’s district and city councils in the review of their
district plans.
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MEASURE
TARGET

Current Month

Prior Month

Portfolio

On Track

On Track

CON

Will not be Achieved

Not on track

CON

Will not be Achieved

Not on track

CON

On Track

On Track

CON

On Track

On Track

CON

An annual planning, consent and compliance implementation report is produced to support regional plan
development and quarterly progress reporting.
Planning, consent and compliance reviews are completed and reported.

On Track

On Track

CON

Each year ten catchment‐based compliance work plans are discussed with CWMS zone committees.
Ten compliance work plans are discussed and an annual report is provided to zone committees.

On Track

On Track

CON

Will not be Achieved

Not on track

CON

On Track

On Track

CON

District and city plans are supported by Environment Canterbury and these plans give effect to regional policies.
Survey of territorial authorities regarding collaboration and support for review of district plans.

Information and support is provided to resource consent applicants and building control authority applicants (dams)
to assist them in the delivery of high quality applications and information to ensure the efficient and timely
processing of resource consents.
MEASURE

TARGET

MEASURE
TARGET

Environment Canterbury is customer‐focused, resource consent applicants clearly understand the quality of
application they need to submit (due to pre‐application advice and guidance), and there is a reduced need to request
further information from applicants.
A reduction in the number of resource consent applications where further information is required (s92 requests) is
achieved through pre‐application meetings.
The median total time for all resource consent applications received is 24 days.
A median of 24 days or less of total elapsed time is achieved.

Resource consents support the delivery and outcomes of regional plans and building control legislation.
MEASURE
TARGET

The percentage of resource consents consistent with the Resource Management Act 1991 requirements, including
proposed and operative regional plan requirements and non‐statutory strategies.
Achieve a score of 'very good' (being 90% or above) based on independent audit.

Compliance and monitoring of natural and physical resources are aligned with Environment Canterbury’s key
priorities.
MEASURE
TARGET

MEASURE
TARGET
MEASURE
TARGET

All identified moderate and major non‐compliance issues, and any consequent adverse effects, are resolved or in the
process of being resolved.
All active moderate and major non‐compliance issues are resolved or in the process of being resolved, i.e. an action
plan has been developed, within the reporting year.

Environment Canterbury’s consent and compliance processes will ensure the safe and sustainable design and
construction of dams and associated structures.
MEASURE
TARGET
MEASURE
TARGET

Dams classified as medium or high potential impact have a registered Dam Safety Assurance Programme.
100% of medium or high potential impact dams have registered a Dam Safety Assurance Programme.
Once a complying building consent application is lodged, decisions are made within the statutory 20 working days.
100% compliant building consent applications are processed and granted within 20 working days.

TRANSPORT, GREATER CHRISTCHURCH REBUILD & URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Deliver quality public transport services that meet the needs of the community and results in increased patronage.
MEASURE
TARGET

Provide quality public transport services that take people where they want to go.
95% of passengers are satisfied or better with the overall service.

On Track

On Track

PT

MEASURE
TARGET

The number of passenger boardings per year in greater Christchurch and Timaru.
20 million trips by 2020 and 35 million trips by 2030.

Not Measured

Not Measured

PT

MEASURE
TARGET

Proportion of total trips made by public transport in greater Christchurch.
3% of total trips by 2020 and 5% of total trips by 2030.

Not Measured

Not Measured

PT

MEASURE
TARGET

Proportion of costs covered by passenger fares.
50% cost recovery in Canterbury in 2020.

Not Measured

Not Measured

PT

MEASURE
TARGET

Provide Total Mobility scheme for transport‐disadvantaged people.
Less than 5% of registered Total Mobility passengers make a complaint to Environment Canterbury about the service
they received.

On Track

On Track

PT

MEASURE

Number of communities who receive support from Environment Canterbury to establish Community Vehicle Trusts
where conventional public transport services are not feasible.
100% of all communities who approach Environment Canterbury regarding vehicle trusts are offered support.

On Track

On Track

PT

TARGET

Through the Regional Transport Committee produce, implement and review a Regional Land Transport Plan and
provide strategic leadership for integrated transport planning across the region.
MEASURE
TARGET

Regional Land Transport Plans are produced every six years, with a review after three years.
Complete the review of the Regional Land Transport Plan by June 2018.

On Track

On Track

PT

MEASURE
TARGET

Provision of administrative support to the Regional Transport Committee and associated working groups.
The Regional Transport Committee and associated working groups receive support at regular meetings.

On Track

On Track

PT

MEASURE
TARGET

Advocate for integrated transport solutions regionally.
Lead the development and implementation of a joint work programme for integrated regional transport.

On Track

On Track

PT

On Track

On Track

PT

Support earthquake recovery and rebuild in greater Christchurch through the effective development,
implementation and transitioning of recovery plans and programmes.
MEASURE
TARGET

Participate in future use of residential red zone processes.
Timely contribution to the future use of the red zone technical, working and steering groups as an when required.
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Current Month

Prior Month

Portfolio

On Track

On Track

PT

On Track

On Track

PT

On Track

On Track

REG LEAD

On Track

On Track

REG LEAD

On Track

On Track

REG LEAD

On Track

On Track

REG LEAD

On Track

On Track

REG LEAD

Will not be Achieved

Will not be Achieved

At least quarterly governance meetings are held with Rūnanga chairs and Te Rūnanga, with an agreed work plan in
place.
Governance agreements and work plans are in place and reviewed annually.

On Track

On Track

REG LEAD

A regular working group forum is held with mandated nga Rūnanga members to improve engagement at an
operational level, including recommendations to the governance group.
All required meetings have been held and issues arising have been responded to.

On Track

On Track

REG LEAD

Co‐governance protocols are established, monitored and evaluated.
Each year, two new work programmes have co‐governance protocols in operation.

On Track

On Track

REG LEAD

On Track

On Track

REG LEAD

On Track

On Track

REG LEAD

Lead the review of the Greater Christchurch Urban Development Strategy.
MEASURE
TARGET

Canterbury Regional Council works with strategic partners on a review of the Greater Christchurch Urban
Development Strategy, commencing in 2017, and completed in 2019.
Working to the Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee defined timeframes. Environment Canterbury provides
input on the Review's scope and approach, and determines the resourcing it will provide to support the process. The
engagement process, scope, time frames and resourcing for the review are engaged by the partners, and
implementation commenced.

Complete planning and consent monitoring associated with Whakaraupo/Lyttelton harbour catchment and the
Lyttelton Port Recovery Plan.
MEASURE
TARGET

Implement the relevant actions arising from the Lyttelton Port Recovery Plan.
A Whakaraupo/Lyttelton Harbour Catchment Management Plan is under development with key stakeholders and
partners.

REGIONAL LEADERSHIP
A programme of relationship and engagement agreements is developed and maintained with councils, government
agencies, key industry groups and non‐government organisations.
MEASURE

TARGET

MEASURE
TARGET

Relationships and agreements are maintained with the Canterbury District Health Board, and at least two formal
industry or non‐government organisation agreements, and members of these organisations are satisfied with the
relationship and outcomes achieved with Environment Canterbury.
A total of 80% of survey respondents rate the relationship as good or very good (on a scale of very poor, poor, fair,
good and very good).
Environment Canterbury commits to and supports the Mayoral Forum, Chief Executives Forum and Canterbury Policy
Forum.
Environment Canterbury supports or is asked to lead at least one regionally significant policy or strategic matter each
year.

Environment Canterbury collects, maintains and shares quality assured data and information, and uses this to
inform policy development and implementation and to support regional sustainable development.
MEASURE
TARGET
TARGET

State of the Environment reporting information is published annually on four environmental domains: air, coastal,
biodiversity/ecosystem health, and water.
State of the Environment reporting data and information is readily accessible through the Environment Canterbury
website for CWMS zones and Canterbury airsheds.
State of the Environment reporting is published each year in accordance with Ministry for the Environment
frameworks.

Environment Canterbury meets legislative reporting and compliance obligations through the Long‐Term Plan,
Annual Plans and Annual Reports, and provides accessible, easily‐understood reports to the community of our
activities, plans and management of resources (environmental, financial and other resources).
MEASURE

TARGET

The long‐term plans, annual plans and annual reports are completed within statutory timeframes, with effective
engagement with the community, Environment Canterbury's partners and relevant groups and agencies.
All statutory planning requirements and financial reporting standards are met.

Environment Canterbury maintains a strategic long‐term policy focus to ensure that planning, policy and decision‐
making, and advice and submissions on central Government policy and legislative changes, are well‐informed,
purposefully directed and outcomes‐focused.
MEASURE
TARGET

Environment Canterbury's policy advice is independently assessed each year by NZIER.
Environment Canterbury's policy advice meets NZIER's good practice standards with scores on average 6.75 or better.

REG LEAD

Governance, co‐governance and working relationship arrangements are in place with nga Rūnanga and Te Rūnanga
o Ngāi Tahu .
MEASURE
TARGET
MEASURE
TARGET
MEASURE
TARGET

Environment Canterbury supports Ngāi Tahu to fulfil their role and responsibilities as tangata whenua and kaitiaki.
MEASURE
TARGET

MEASURE
TARGET

Ngāi Tahu members working with Environment Canterbury on behalf of their Papatipu Rūnanga and/or Te Rūnanga
are satisfied with the Tuia programme.
A total of 80% of survey respondents rate the relationship as good or very good (on a scale of very poor, poor, fair,
good and very good).
Service level agreements are in place with each Rūnanga through their advisory service business.
Each year at least two new sections of Environment Canterbury are contracting advice from Rūnanga advisory
services.

The Tuia programme and ethic is integrated and fostered through all Environment Canterbury activities and work
programmes.
MEASURE
TARGET

Staff working with Ngāi Tahu well‐equipped and capable in their engagement.
A total of 80% of staff respondents are confident in their relationship with Ngāi Tahu.

Achieved

On Track

REG LEAD

MEASURE
TARGET

Work programmes explicitly provide for the Tuia relationship.
Service Level Agreements and/or Tuia staff are providing necessary advice to work programmes.

On Track

On Track

REG LEAD
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5.3. Financial Health Report May 2018
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday, 28 June 2018

Author

Chantel Mills
Team Leader – Corporate Reporting

Endorsed by

Katherine Harbrow
Chief Financial Officer

Purpose
1. To report on the financial results for the eleven-month period ended 31 May 2018.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

receive the monthly Financial Health report for the eleven months ended 31
May 2018.

Background
2. Monthly financial results are reported to the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee
as part of our prudent financial management responsibilities.
3. The financial results for the period ended 31 May 2018 have been prepared and are
now presented to the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee for review.

Financial Performance
Surplus/Deficit
4. As at 31 May 2018, we had an operating surplus (excluding business units and other
non-operating income) of $0.60 million is reported against a budgeted deficit of
$4.03 million, or a $4.63 million favourable variance to budget.
5. This variance consists of $3.52 million more revenue and $1.11 million less
expenditure than budget.

Revenue
6. Rates revenue is in line with budget. User pays and Other revenue are 9.17% higher
than budget and Grants are 2.13% higher than expected.
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Expenditure
7. Goods and services (0.94%) and Labour (9.36%) are underbudget; while overheads
are overbudget (7.50%).
8. Most of the goods and services underspend relates to pending biosecurity
conditions/milestones being met by grant recipients. The work is underway and
grant conditions are scheduled to be met by year end. Operational labour costs are
lower than anticipated due to staff changes and vacancies.

Portfolios
9. Portfolio variances to budget are explained in detail in the Operations Report.

Cashflow, Debtors and Debt
Treasury Performance
10. Total cash at bank (including investments) was $19.43 million at 31 May 2018, with
$15.83 million belonging to Environment Canterbury (compared to a policy of $12.20
million), and $3.60 million relating to Metrocard balances.

Debtors and Debt
11. 78% of our outstanding debt (excluding rates) relate to the current month, and
approximately 10% of our outstanding debt (excluding rates) is over 90 days old.

Capital Expenditure
12. Capital Works projects are YTD 34.84% underbudget (April: 35.92%). The majority
of the variance relates to delayed passenger transport IT projects and lower than
anticipated YTD spend on catchment work projects.

Reserves
13. Major reserve balances are generally above policy level. One of the key purposes of
reserves is to provide a buffer for the ups and downs of expenditure that can occur
during the year and between financial years. Utilisation of reserves forms part of the
prudent financial management of Environment Canterbury’s finances.

Attachments
1. Financial Health Report May 2018
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.

FINANCIAL HEALTH REPORT

Reporting Period
1/07/2017

31/05/2018

YTD ACTUAL EXPENDITURE vs FULL YEAR BUDGET

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

150.77 M

150.17 M

0.6 M

Goal: 147.25 M

Goal: 151.28 M

2.39%

12%
YTD Actual
Budget Left

Goal: ‐4.03 M

‐0.73%

88%

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

Revenue is $3.52M (2.39%) higher than anticipated for the period. User pays and Other revenue are
$2.90M (9.17%) higher than expected as a result of earthquake recoveries for the 2016 North Canterbury
Earthquake, more flood protection user pays work taking place, more RMA consent monitoring user pays
revenue, and funding from central government/industry supporting water infrastructure projects.
Consent processing user pays are lower than budget. Grant revenue is $0.62M (2.13%) higher than
budget, with $2.75M received from the Ministry for Primary Industries for wilding pine control; offset by
$1.98M lower Passenger Transport grant revenue, due to delayed Passenger Transport IT projects, and
Metro contracts (and related costs) being reindexed at a lower rate than budget.

Expenditure is $1.11M (0.73%) under budget for the year to date. Goods and services are $0.90M
(0.94%) lower than expected with the majority related to pending biosecurity conditions/milestones
being met by grant recipients ‐ work is underway and grant conditions/milestones are scheduled to be
met by year end. Operational labour is $2.24M (9.36%) underspent due to staff turnover and vacancies;
and overheads are $2.26M (7.50%) higher than budget.

YTD Actual Revenue
90

86.47

YTD Budget Revenue

YTD Actual Expenditure

86.47

100

80

90

70

80

94.17 95.07

70
MILLIONS

60
MILLIONS

YTD Budget Expenditure

50
40

34.64

31.74

30

29.66

29.04

60
50
40

32.17 29.93

30

20

23.82

26.28

20

10

10

‐

‐
Rates

User Pays and Other
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Total Cash and Bank
(at 31 May 2018)

19.43 M

Cash Reserves Policy

Actual Cash and Bank

Investment Details ($000)
Cash

$

Maturity

Days

Rate

0.74 M

5000

5‐Jun‐18

270

3.75%

3000

11‐Jun‐18

90

3.00%

Metrocard

1000

23‐Jul‐18

180

3.48%

3.6 M

900

10‐Sep‐18

181

3.45%

600

17‐Sep‐18

180

3.50%

Investments

1300

1‐Feb‐19

270

3.65%

15.09 M

1200

30‐May‐19

365

3.70%

Current Assets ‐ Current Liabilities = Working Capital
39.68 M
13.04 M
26.64 M
Current Liabilities

12.20
19.43

‐
Millions

5

10

15

20

Cash and Bank Balance Tracking Against Previous Years
13‐14

Current Assets

14‐15

15‐16

16‐17

17‐18

Trend

40

13.04
39.68

10

20

30

40

Millions

Millions
‐

Positive working capital indicates that an organisation is able to meet its short‐term payables and
obligations as they fall due.

30

20

FINANCIAL POSITION
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September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

10
August

19 M
20 M
913 M
‐13 M
‐30 M
909 M
‐909 M

July

Cash and Bank
Other Current Assets
Non Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Non Current Liabilities
Net Assets
Equity

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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TOTAL OUTSTANDING DEBTS (Excluding Rates)

5.35 M

Period Ending 31 May 2018

OVER 90 DAYS DEBT MANAGEMENT
PAYMENT
ARRANGEMENT

REMINDER

OBJECTION /
QUERY

Over 90 Days Debts by Catergory (Excluding Rates)
0.4

COLLECTION
AGENCY

0.33

OTHER*

0.03 M

0.03 M

0.03 M

0.08 M

0.38 M

Millions

0.3
0.2
0.1

0.55 M

TOTAL OVER 90 DAYS DEBT

0.03

‐

0.02

0.02

House
rentals

Harbours

0.05

0.02

0.02

Leases

House
rentals

Harbours

0.00

Transport

Others

Monitoring

Leases

Amount by Year (Excluding Rates)

7.39

Court fines

Consents

‐
Finance

Total Debts by Category (Excluding Rates)

7.37

3

7

5.35

6
5
4

2.32

Millions

Millions

0.08

0

* OTHER includes Debt recovery, Liens, Court action/Infringements

8

0.07

1.83

2

1

2.94

0.27

3

0.38

0.37
0.08

‐

2
2015

2016

2017

Transport

2018

Notes

Others

Monitoring

Finance

Court fines

Consents

Amount by Aging (Excluding Rates)

$4.18M of the $5.35M debt is current. $0.55M is over 90 days and is at different stages of debt
management as shown above .

Millions

Overall outstanding debt has been steadily reducing year on year since 2012/13.

4.18
4
3
2
1

0.33

0.21

0.07

1 ‐ 30 Days

31 ‐ 60 Days

61 ‐ 90 Days

0.55

‐
Current
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MAJOR RESERVE BALANCES (at 31 May 2018)
Bal

Policy

12.34

13

Note:

11
8.10

9
MILLIONS

Flood protection reserves cover 74
catchments across Canterbury.

7
4.41

5

3.00

Pest management reserves comprise 31
reserves under 6 categories for
monitoring/inspecting bovine TB, rabbits,
rooks, possums, animals and plants.

3.64

3.53

3

1.58

1.05
‐

1

1.54
0.50

‐

0.26

1.00

‐1
Flood protection

General

WAIMAKARIRI RIVER RESERVE
BALANCE (DEBT FUNDED)

Passenger
transport

CWMS

Clean heat

Pest management Accommodation
and fleet services

0.35
‐0.62
Other operating

CAPITAL WORKS
YTD Actual Capital Works

5.75 M

YTD Budget Capital Works

Goal: 8.83 M

6.00

‐1.50

5.61

4.53

4.50
4.00
MILLIONS

MILLIONS

5.00
‐6.50

‐16.50

3.50
3.00
2.50

1.50
‐20.00

‐21.34
YTD Actual Waimakariri River Reserve
Balance
Waimakariri River Reserve Policy

1.08

1.00
0.50

Note:

0.64

0.55
0.04

0.14

‐
Park & forest

IT capital expenditure ‐ RMA Databases
($0.22M); Nutrient Loss Systems ($0.20M);
and Project Prioritisation Group ($0.13M)
projects are all underspent. Zone Work
Programme Management System is $0.11M
overspent.
Catchment expenditure ‐ Waimakariri Eyre
Cust Capital Works ($0.37M), Ashley
Catchment Capital Works ($0.39M), and
Waimakariri River Flood Protection Capital
Works ($0.32M) are all lower than expected.

2.00

2.00
‐21.50

‐34.84%

Capital expenditure is $3.08M lower than
anticipated for the year.

5.50

‐11.50

Total actual major reserves are $24.3M,
whereas total policy is $16.6M.

Other

IT

Catchment

'Other' capital works projects are mostly
underspent ‐ 2x Passenger Transport IT
projects ($0.99M), and 3x Accommodation
and fleets services projects ($0.41M).

.
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5.4. Efficiency & Productivity Report
Transformation in Operations
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday 28th June 2018

Author

Tania Harris, Dirk Brand

Endorsed by

Nadeine Dommisse

Purpose
1. This report continues a series of reports illustrating ongoing initiatives to improve
efficiency and productivity across council activities.
2. It provides a brief overview. A comprehensive presentation of current approaches to
CWMS and Biodiversity delivery through organisational changes, ways of working
and data capture and interpretation will be provided at the meeting.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

Receives the report and a presentation to be made to the Committee at the
meeting.

2.

Notes the ongoing focus of this work across the organisation and that further
reports will be provided to the Committee.

Background
3. In early 2016 the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee requested a report on how
efficiency and productivity gains had been made in the organisation. In response ten
examples were documented and presented to the Committee in August 2016.
Further reports were presented in May and October 2017 and in March 2018. The
Committee has requested that these reports continue to be provided.
4. This report presents a much broader initiative designed to deliver efficiency and
productivity than previous reports, and is better suited to a presentation to the
Committee at the meeting. Accordingly, this report presents only a brief overview of
what will be covered at the meeting.
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Organisational Change
5. In early 2017 the second phase of an organisational change process in the
Operations group completed a two-year process to realign the way the Group
delivers on its role in land, water and biodiversity.
6. This change process completed a transformation from a heavily siloed structure of
individually managed functional teams (monitoring and compliance, biodiversity and
biosecurity, zone delivery and implementation support) into a more customer service
orientated group organised around two sub-groups1 delivering:a. front line service delivery excellence; and
b. national, regional and zone operational support.
7. This service focused realignment has unlocked many benefits for customers and the
organisation, which after a year is now able to be reflected on and shared with the
Committee. Key benefits include:
a. Focus and agility to respond to community expectations and priorities;
b. Enhanced ability to respond to complex issues and risks through managed
and prioritised programmes (e.g. regional campaigns);
c. Centralised technical and administrative support to field staff; and
d. An integrated and consistent approach to delivery.
8. Integrated field resources and multi-skilled zone teams.

Data Maturity
9. Alongside this service realignment, a key strategic priority for the Operational
Support group was to improve the way it captures and makes use of data to inform
the priorities of the Service Delivery group and thereby contribute towards achieving
water, land and biodiversity outcomes.
10. To achieve this a Data Maturity project was conceived to enhance how data is being
captured, interpreted and applied. It includes a wide range of data sources and
focusses on relevance, accuracy, timeliness and the integration of multiple data to
build information and meaning that can be applied to the design of interventions in
the field as well as for other areas such as plan development, consent planning and
compliance and enforcement investigations.

Financial implications
11. There are no financial implications resulting from this report.

1

River engineering Consent Planning and public transport teams are also part of the Operations group but not
covered as part of this report.
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Risk assessment and legal compliance
12. There are no legal or risk implications arising from this report.

Significance and engagement
13. This is an internal matter. Technical leads have been consulted as part of this work.

Communication
14. No internal or external communication is anticipated as a result of this report.

Attachments
1. Presentation
File reference

[SharePoint link for this paper]

Peer reviewers

[Names of two peer reviewers who have reviewed this paper]
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5.5. Registered Dam Safety Assurance
Programmes
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday 28th June 2018

Author

Virginia Loughnan

Director

Nadeine Dommisse

Purpose
1.

To inform PARC why the Level of Service (LOS) for the Building Consent Authority of
“Registered Dam Safety Assurance Programmes” is not being met.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

Notes the reasons for the LOS not being met.

Background
2.

The Building Act 2004 requires all Regional Authorities (RA) to adopt a policy on
Dangerous Dams.

Dam Safety Regulations
3.

The LOS is not being met due to ECan having only a ‘draft’ Dangerous Dams policy
(2006).

4.

The Building Act does not define standards and criteria for ‘Dangerous Dams’ or
‘Register of Dams’. It relies on Dam Safety Regulations to inform the policy.

5.

Working groups under MfE and MBIE have been drafting and working on proposed
Dam Safety Regulations since 2012. These working groups are still ongoing.

6.

ECan’s Dangerous Dams policy will remain as ‘draft’ until the regulations are gazetted,
and therefore the Registered Dam Safety Assurance Programmes will continue not
being met.

Cost, compliance and communication
Financial implications
7.

There will be no financial implications of this LOS not being met.
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Risk assessment and legal compliance
8.

ECan’s ‘draft’ Dangerous Dams policy is currently consistent with NZSOLD “The New
Zealand Dam Safety Guidelines (2015)” and is updated by any subsequent or
recognised replacement for that guideline.

File reference
Peer reviewers

Tania Harris
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5.6. Public Transport Financial Update
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee
(PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday 28th June 2018

Author

Stewart Gibbon

Endorsed by

Nadeine Dommise

Purpose
1.

To provide an update on the financial performance of Public Transport

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

Receives the financial update on Public Transport

Attachments
1.

Public Transport Financial Update
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Public Transport Financial Update May 2018
Background
The following analysis is based on financial results for the eleven month period from 1 July
2017 to 31 May 2018. Monthly activity and risks are outlined at the end of the report.

Financial Results
The table below provides details of expenditure levels for the eleven months beginning 1 July
2017 to 31 May 2018 and also the various funding sources. The financial result is also
compared to the 2017/18 Annual Plan budget.

Public Transport expenditure is tracking 2% under budget due to delays to IT capital projects,
lower than expected marketing activities and lower than budget labour costs.
Fare revenue is higher than budget due to increased patronage. Less grant funding has been
claimed from NZTA due to less expenditure and more fare revenue.
Total Mobility continues to be over budget as a result of legal activity and changes in use
profiles. Trip numbers are continuing to trend in line with last year. The total average fare is
slightly higher at $9.05 vs $8.83 (excl GST) across Canterbury, representing a 2.5% increase
on last year. For Christchurch, the Average Fare YTD is $9.73 (excl GST) compared to $9.50
last year representing an increase of 2.4% increase.
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Monthly Activity
Patronage
The fiscal year to date May 2018

Greater Christchurch Monthly Patronage
Number of passenger trips
(millions)

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
Jul
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11-12

Oct
12-13

GREATER CHRISTCHURCH

Nov
13-14

Dec
14-15

Jan

Feb

15-16

Mar

16-17

Apr

May

Jun

17-18

Month
May 2018

Prev Yr
Comparison

Y-T-D

Prev Yr
Comparison

1,277,332

0.42%

12,456,875

1.1%

40.9

1.3

38.5

1.7

Patronage
Commerciality

May 2018 saw Greater Christchurch’s patronage increase by 0.4%.
The fiscal Y-T-D patronage is still tracking at a positive figure of 1.1% growth. As a comparison
this time last year patronage was down -1.6% year-to-date as shown below.

YTD Patronage Difference FY17 to FY18
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%
-1.0%
-2.0%
-3.0%
-4.0%
-5.0%
-6.0%
Jul

Aug

Sept
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Nov

Dec

2016/17
Linear (2016/17)
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Farebox Recovery
The Farebox Recovery target in the Canterbury Regional Public Transport Plan is to reach a
ratio of 50 for cost recovery by the end of the 2019/2020 financial year. This represents
Canterbury’s contribution to the National Farebox Recovery Policy.

YTD Commerciality Comparison FY16 to FY18
42.00
41.00
40.00
39.00
38.00
37.00
36.00
35.00
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15-16

Dec

Jan
16-17

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

17-18

Commerciality continues to be a challenge. Key drivers of this are increasing costs due to
indexing and the full impact of the Northern Access Package enhancements to the Blue Line
which came on stream in May 2017. While fare revenue has increased as a result of improved
patronage this is not sufficient given the low average fare of $1.53. The relatively low yield
per customer is a key issue to work on in addressing the financial outcomes for Public
Transport.

Payment Type
Payment
May 2018

Type

Greater
Christchurch

Metrocard

Cash

SuperGold Card

Other
eg Complimentary
passes

76.1%

13.9%

9.9%

0.1%

As a comparison, cash fares made up 14.8% of payments in May 2017.

Community Transport
Community Transport (combined Total Mobility and vehicle trusts) Y-T-D remains over budget
driven primarily by the settlement process with providers. Total Mobility usage for May was
slightly up on the same period last year.
Fiscal Y-T-D figures to May 2018
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In analysing the cost and usage trends year-to-date it is noted that the first part of the year
recorded higher service delivery costs than the previous year, whereas cost in the later part
of the year have been predominantly in line with the previous year. This appears to relate to
an increase in wheelchair trips (and thus hoist payments) over this period and average trip
length.

Project Updates
The following Projects are currently in flight:
National
Ticketing

The procurement phase of this project is underway as
planned. Procurement phase commenced on 15 June with
release of an ROI to market

Real Time
Information
System

Plans are now underway, following the RFI analysis to
execute an RFP process this calendar year.

Wi-Fi Trial

Th WiFi trial continues on two routes – 85 Rolleston and 29
Airport. The trial will run for 3 a minimum of months to start
with and then we will we review outcomes and next steps

RPTP Review

The review of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
underway, overseen by the GCPTJC. Current timeline
estimates this document will be available for consultation in
August 2018.
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PT Data 2020

Work has commenced on Phase 1 of the PT Data 2020
initiative to improve access to and value from the Public
Transport data portfolio. Phase 1 involves the creation of a
data warehouse repository which will then be leveraged to
deliver more efficient and effective information and reporting
insights

Electric Bus
Trial

ECAN is providing financial and route support and
collaboration with RedBus for the trial of 3 new electric buses
on the Airport Route, commencing early next year. This trial
will provide important insights into the performance and
operational characteristics on e-buses to inform our
upcoming network and procurement strategy.

Network Risk Summary
RISKS
MONTHLY UPDATE
Additional costs associated with Moderate: The incidence of detours across the
extensive road works and detours
network has reduced significantly in the current year.
The risk remains, however, and there are a few large
detours planned for 2018 which are likely to impact
the network.
Fuel price increase

High: Fuel prices have increased over recent months.
The risk remains that any increase will have an effect
on budgets should they exceed projections. The
proposed increase in Fuel Excise tax will be
something to be watch. Higher fuel prices also tend to
increase metro patronage and revenue, counteracting
increased contract costs.

Potential for operator to collapse due to Low: Staff continue to work with operators to ensure
contracted market
they are able to operate sustainably.
Road User Charge increase

Low: Road User Charges continue to represent a risk
in that any significant increase such as the one that
occurred in 2012 will have an effect on budgets.

Risk of discontinuation of grant

Low: There is minimal risk of discontinuation of grant
provided we remain within the NZTA LTP budget
envelope. This is a 3-year budget envelope. Should
diesel prices rise during the 3-year LTP there is a risk
that expenditure outside of that budgeted will have to
be funded by ECan.

Bus driver retention

Moderate: Bus operators advise recruitment and
retention is not posing any significant risk at present.

Ticketing system

Moderate: The ticketing system remains a risk until
the Metrocard is replaced with the more secure
DesFire card type. Distribution of the DesFire has
commenced. This risk is mitigated to a large extent by
daily reporting to ensure there are no anomalous
transactions taking place within the system.
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6.

Audit

6.1. Internal audit standing paper
Public Excluded Performance, Audit and Risk Committee
(PARC) Report
Date of meeting

Thursday 28th June 2018

Author

Tanya Clifford

Endorsed by

Miles McConway, Director Finance & Corporate Services

Purpose
1.

2.

This report is a standing item to update the Committee on Environment Canterbury’s
internal audit programme and provide a forum for the Committee to raise concerns,
meriting internal audit attention.
The report also includes summaries of the internal audit reports received for the year.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

Note the progress of the internal audit programme, including internal audit
reports and

2.

Advise staff either:
2.1. that there are no items meriting internal audit attention for this month or
2.2. identify the items meriting internal audit attention for consideration

Background
3.

This paper updates the Committee on the 2017/18 internal audit programme. The
programme of works for the year was approved by the Committee at the meeting held 1
June 2017.

4.

The areas of focus for the year were identified at the internal auditor’s discretion, based
on consultation with the Chief Executive and the Performance, Audit and Risk
Committee. Three audits have been agreed up-front, with the Council expressing an
interest that the unnamed audit be focused on compliance.

5.

The internal audit plan for 2017/18 considered the concerns identified in the risk
register, and these items were raised with Audit New Zealand to ensure there was no
unnecessary audit duplication.
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6.

The Internal Audit function has an allocation within the Regional Leadership Portfolio.
The working expectation is that an annual programme of four internal audits will be
delivered within a $100,000 goods and services budget.

Internal audit progress
The table below summarises the progress to date:
Area of audit

Reason for consideration

Status

Tax review; GST & FBT
compliance

Environment Canterbury is
responsible for ensuring all tax
obligations are correctly
identified and paid. Key tax
returns have been reviewed
and analytical tools utilised to
confirm Environment
Canterbury complies with all
the tax obligations.
Strategic risk addressed:
Compliance.

Completed: the findings have
been reported to the
Executive Leadership Team
and approved for
implementing.
Summary findings attached
below for PARC information

Digital disruption & cyber
security

Cyber-attacks are also
increasing in frequency,
sophistication and severity.
The focus of this audit would
be to build on the current IT
systems review being
undertaken. Such an audit will
evaluate the controls in place
to mitigate against these risks
and identify what processes or
procedures exist if such an
event arose.
Strategic risks addressed:
Data management,
operations, compliance.

Completed: participating in
the Canterbury Local
Government Finance
Managers group internal audit
on ‘cyber security current
state analysis’.
Awaiting final report

Passenger transport - total
mobility

The Total Mobility Scheme was
in the media (August 2016)
having identified potential
fraudulent operations in
relation to this scheme. This
scheme was reviewed
internally by the passenger
Transport team in consultation
with the New Zealand
Transportation Agency. An
assessment of the
implementation of
recommendations from this
review will be completed,
identifying any additional steps
taken to mitigate future risks.
Strategic risks addressed:
Passenger Transport,
relationships, data
management.

Completed: in-house
resources utilised to ensure
efficiencies.
Awaiting final report

Unnamed audit – compliance

To be effective and cost

Completed: A briefing paper
was provided to Council on
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Area of audit
review

Reason for consideration
efficient in our monitoring of
our compliance works, we will
complete a two-stage review of
our Consent Compliance
Monitoring approach reviewing
our current practice (the
Internal Audit) and providing
insight into the drivers of future
change, considering how we
prepare for these in the next 5
years (the Operational review).
Strategic risks addressed:
Data management,
operations, compliance.

Status
the 28th May.
Summary findings attached
below for PARC information

Extract of the GST & FBT internal audits findings
GST Executive summary
7.

Overall, ECan appears to manage its GST well with no material GST omissions or
discrepancies being identified during our review.

8.

Action: First three recommendations dismissed due to the unduly complicated nature of
compliance for minimal additional benefit. Management accepted the noted risks.
Regarding the land and property transactions, the audit highlighted a process
weaknesses between the team selling property and the team recording the
transactions. Subsequent to this audit the process has been clarified and strengthened.

9.

The main risks identified are discussed below:
o Metro fares and rates revenue – The current approach to returning GST on metro
fares gives rise to timing adjustments with a proportion of the GST on the metro
fares being returned in the month following the month the time of supply is triggered.
Similar timing issue arise from the current treatment of the revenue rates
adjustment. The extent of this discrepancy has not been quantified.
o Exempt vs zero-rated supplies - There are disclosure risks arising from the current
system not distinguishing between exempt supplies and zero-rated supplies.
Specifically, there is a risk that ECan’s zero-rates supplies will not be disclosed in
the GST return on the basis they are being treated as exempt supplies. Further, the
current process does not allow ECan to determine whether its proportion of exempt
supplies should trigger an apportionment of GST input tax claimed on overhead
expenses.
o GST levied by Customs - The current process in relation to GST levied by Customs,
gives rise to a disclosure inaccuracy on the basis the GST should be disclosed as a
credit adjustment in the GST return and not included in total purchases and
expenses.
o Land and property transactions – Such events, are rare in occurrence. However, it
was noted, the current process for managing GST was undocumented with a lack of
timely communication risks between the property team who are negotiating the
sales and the finance team who account for GST on the transactions. This gives risk
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to a disclosure risks (i.e. GST is disclosed in a later period than required) and
payment risks (i.e. GST output tax is returned late).
FBT Executive summary
10. Overall, ECan appears to manage its FBT well with no material FBT omissions or
discrepancies being identified during our review.
11. Action: policy or paperwork recommendations have been noted, and steps taken to
incorporate such recommendations into our current practices. Recommendations
related to using alternative FBT calculations have not been implemented as cost
savings were not off-set by the additional time requirement (and therefore staff cost)
associated with staff completing this review.
12. The main risks identified are discussed below:
o We recommend ECan issues a ‘restriction of use letter’ to all employees who take (or
are likely to take) a work-related vehicle home overnight to support the position that
the vehicle is not available for private use (apart from travel between home and work
and travel incidental to business use). Letters should be issued to employees who
use pooled work-related vehicles as well as employees who have a vehicle assigned
to them (if any). Employees should sign the letters and ECan should retain a copy of
the signed letters.
o Inland Revenue requires that quarterly checks are performed to ensure that
employees are adhering to the restriction of use on work-related vehicles. We
understand that ECan carries out checks of Smartrak data on a regular basis to
ensure that employees are not using work-related vehicles for private use, however
these checks are not documented. We recommend that checks are documented on a
quarterly basis in line with Inland Revenue requirements.
o In relation to passenger vehicles where Smartrak data is filtered to remove days
where the vehicle is at a hotel or motel at midnight ECan should also keep records to
show that the trip is business related and longer than 24 hours to support the
exemption claimed.
o In relation to passenger vehicles where Smartrak data is filtered to remove days
where a pooled vehicle is at the airport at midnight ECan should keep records to
show that the trip is business related. If the pooled vehicle is taken home either side
of the trip, the days of departure and arrival should not be treated as exempt from
FBT (in line with recent IRD policy clarification).
o We recommend ECan elects to change their FBT day from the default calendar day
to a 24 hour period from 4pm to 4pm (for example), to align with Smartrak data
reporting. Notification can be made to the Commissioner via Secure Mail. Arguably
ECan has already notified the Commissioner of a change to the start of their FBT day
at the time it filed its first FBT return using Smartrak data however this position is not
without doubt and there is a risk that FBT has been underpaid.
o In relation to calculating the taxable value of the motor vehicle benefit, total actual
days in a quarter have been used in the calculation instead of 90 days which has
resulted in a small underpayment of FBT. Going forward, the correct formula should
be used in calculating taxable value of the benefit.
o The Motor Vehicle Policy states under ‘Guidelines and Procedures’: “Workers who
are provided with a vehicle that attracts FBT must complete a FBT return when
requested”. We recommend the above sentence is changed to “In order to enable
ECan to accurately prepare its FBT returns, workers who are provided with a vehicle
that attracts FBT must provide information regarding vehicle use when requested.”
o We recommend that ECan implements a system to track unclassified benefits (i.e.
free or discounted goods or services) provided to employees in each quarter to
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o

support the position that ECan does not provide benefits which exceed the
exemption thresholds.
Currently ECan pays FBT using the flat rate of 49.25% each quarter. ECan should
consider using the “short form alternate rate” method to calculate FBT going forward
as this method should provide ECan with savings (without much added compliance)
as well as cash flow benefits in the first three quarters of the FBT year.

Compliance Monitoring Internal Audit Findings
13. Overall, the audit found that the Council undertakes an appropriate range of compliance
activities which are well targeted to consents of the highest risk. The compliance
activities are well supported by excellent prioritisation methods, and good
documentation and systems. The Council has a culture of continuous improvement, and
prior to the commencement of this audit, had a number of initiatives underway or
planned to continue to strengthen its Compliance Monitoring & Enforcement (CME)
function.
14. The audit provided a number of recommendations, some of which already have
initiatives underway to be resolved, the remaining are being considered by the
operations team. Key recommendations are as follows:

Recommendations:
Priorities:
a. Complete and implement the customised
compliance programme project that will
assign priority consents to Resource
Management Officers.
b. Develop appropriate performance
indicators to track and report on
completion of the customised compliance
programmes.

Compliance understanding:
a. The Council should consider publishing a
compliance and enforcement policy to
clarify how it will use compliance and
enforcement tools to achieve its
objectives.
Enforcement priorities:
a. Create a standalone document that
identifies the Councils enforcement
priorities.
b. Review existing process support
documents and RMO training to provide
better guidance around applying
council’s enforcement priorities.
c. Introduce greater oversight of
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Response:
a.

Started – This recommendation was
initiated prior to the audit. It will deliver
regional and zone-specific monitoring
programmes for 2018/19 that are based
on strategic priorities that were agreed by
the Council in April 2018. These priorities
will be assigned to Zones and Officers
from August 2018.
b. Started – New operational KPI’s are
being developed to track progress
against Regional and Zone priority
consents by July 2018.
a. On track - Targeting September 2018 for
Council for endorsement. Update to PAR
Committee on the implementation of
these matters by 30 November.
a. On track – The Council supported CME
priorities in April. The work programmes
to deliver on these will be confirmed with
the Council by September 2018.Update
to PAR Committee on the implementation
by 30 November.
b. Started –Some existing process
documents have been reviewed. There is
further work underway to upload these
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Recommendations:
compliance decision-making to reduce
the risk of under reporting noncompliance.

Zone delivery activities:
a. Consider introducing a broader suite of
outcome or quality-based performance
measures for Zone Teams that promote
multidisciplinary approaches to achieving
zone objectives and that de-emphasise
existing output-based measures.
b. Improve information collection and
reporting systems over time to enable
reporting based around the achievement
of zone objectives.
c. Investigate using campaigns at a zone
scale to co-ordinate functional capability
on zone priority issues.
Compliance methods:
a. Continue to implement the consent
prioritisation project to assign customised
compliance monitoring programmes to
individual officers.
b. Improve reporting systems to track
where compliance monitoring time and
effort is being spent.
c. Review existing performance measures
and include measures that track the
completion of assigned consent
monitoring, and the resolution of noncompliance.
Prioritisation:
a. Consider developing opportunities for
RMO’s to participate at an appropriate
level in the setting of compliance and
enforcement priorities.
Support:
a. Complete the creation of Zone Delivery
Lead roles within Zones to provide senior
specialised compliance supervision and
support for staff.
b. Use Zone Delivery Leads to free up Zone
Managers from compliance issue
management, and to provide staff
mentoring, particularly for new or
inexperienced staff.
c. Broaden the range of key performance
indicators used to track compliance
monitoring delivery.
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Response:
into Pro Map. A rolling process review is
expected to be developed and reported
to Council by the end of September 2018.
c. Started – An audit framework is being
developed to monitor and report on
compliance decision making and other
factors. This is expected to be
implemented by October 2018.
a. Started – As above, the new operational
Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) are
expected to be developed by July 2018.
b. Substantially progressed – New Zone
Delivery Reporting system / database is
largely through the build phase and is
expected to be implemented in July 2018.
c. Substantially progressed – Zone level
campaigns are already occurring. Zone
conversations have occurred, and further
priorities have been identified. These will
be delivered as part of Zone Work
programmes from August 2018.
a. Started – As above, in relation to the
Zone-specific monitoring programmes.
Started – As above, in relation to the
development of new KPI’s. Operational
dashboards are also in development to
track KPI’s. These are expected to be
implemented by August 2018.
b. Started – As above. New operational
KPI’s are being developed and expected
to be implemented by August 2018 in
conjunction with new operational
dashboards.
a. Started – Work underway with staff
currently to develop Zone priorities with
existing Regional CME priorities.

a.

Started – Pilot studies underway in
Kaikoura, Hurunui/Waiau, Waimakariri,
Orari Temuka Opihi Pareora, Lower &
Upper Waitaki & Ashburton from 18 June
2018.
b. Started – Through pilot approach Zone
Managers will be freed up due to
additional Zone Leads support. In
addition, from 1 July all Senior RMO’s will
have a training & mentoring
accountability and perform audit
responsibilities.
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Recommendations:

Response:
c. Started – As above. New operational
KPI’s being developed to track progress
against Regional and Zone priority
consents by July 2018.

Cost, compliance and communication
15. This report is to update the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee on the internal
audit programme for 2017/18. The internal audit function is provided for in the Council’s
annual budget.

Attachments
Nil

Legal review
Peer reviewers

Katherine Harbrow, CFO
Nicholas Hill, Risk Advisor
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6.2. Audit NZ Audit Plan for the year
ended 30 June 2018
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee
(PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday 28th June 2018

Author

Katherine Harbrow, CFO

Endorsed by

Miles McConway, Director Finance & Corporate Services

Purpose
1.

Provide PARC and Council with the Audit NZ Audit Plan for the year ended 30 June
2018, including the high level timeframes and auditors expectations of Council.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1. Acknowledge the Audit plan and recommend that this Audit Plan be provided
to Council for the 2017/18 Annual Report.

Background
2.

Environment Canterbury is required to prepare and adopt an annual report and annual
report summary under section 98 of the Local Government Act (LGA 2002). From
section 98 LGA 2002:
(2) The purposes of an annual report are—
(a) to compare the actual activities and the actual performance of the local authority
in the year with the intended activities and the intended level of performance as set
out in respect of the year in the long-term plan and the annual plan; and
(b) to promote the local authority’s accountability to the community for the decisions
made throughout the year by the local authority.
(3) Each annual report must be completed and adopted, by resolution, within 4
months after the end of the financial year to which it relates.
(4) A local authority must, within 1 month after the adoption of its annual report, make
publicly available—
(a) its annual report; and
(b) a summary of the information contained in its annual report.
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(5) The summary must represent, fairly and consistently, the information regarding
the major matters dealt with in the annual report
3.

The Auditor-General has appointed Julian Tan (Audit NZ) under sections 32 and 33 of
the Public Audit Act 2001 to carry out the annual audit of Environment Canterbury's
financial statements and performance information for the three financial years ending 30
June 2018 and June 2019. Audit NZ also undertook the year end audit for June 2017.

4.

In prior years we have also been required to sign an arrangements letter but we have
been advised by Audit NZ that this letter is no longer required.

5.

The attached Audit NZ Audit Plan outlines for the 2017/18 Annual Report the:





Audit Risks and issues
The audit process
Reporting protocols
Audit logistics including timetable & expectations

Financial implications
6.

The cost of the external audit has been included in the Annual Report 2017/18 project
under Regional Leadership.

Risk assessment and legal compliance
7.

The Annual Report must be approved four months from the end of the financial year
(i.e. 31 October). Environment Canterbury has a Council meeting on the 18 October for
the adoption of the 2017/18 Annual Report.

Significance and engagement
8.

The Annual Report contains all the financial statements and notes required by Tier 1 of
the Public Sector Accounting standards, and all the disclosures required by the LGA
2002 and the Local Government (Financial Reporting and Prudence) Regulations 2014.

9.

The Annual Report provides public accountability to the community on what has been
achieved during the financial year.

Consistency with council policy
10. The Annual Report is a legislative requirement.

Communication
11. The 2017/18 Annual Report will be available as part of the 18 October Council meeting
agenda and on Environment Canterbury website from this date.
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Next steps
12. This Audit NZ Audit Plan will be provided to Council meeting as part of the PARC
minutes.
13. Audit NZ will be on site from 20 August 2018
14. PARC will receive the 2017/18 Annual Report at the 4 October 2018 PARC meeting
and recommend to Council that the 2017/18 Annual Report can be adopted.
15. Council will adopt the 2017/18 Annual Report 18 October 2018

Attachments
1. Audit NZ Audit Plan for the year ended 30 June 2018
File reference

[SharePoint link for this paper]

Peer reviewers

Wendy Gainford, LTP Finance Lead
Catherine Schache, General Counsel
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Audit plan
Environment Canterbury
For the year ending 30 June 2018

EnvironCanty 18J Audit Plan
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Audit plan
I am pleased to present to the Council the plan for the audit of Canterbury Regional Council
(hereafter referred to as “Environment Canterbury”) for the year ending 30 June 2018. The
purpose of this audit plan is to discuss:

Audit risks and issues

2

Our audit process

5

Reporting protocols

8

Audit logistics

9

The contents of this plan should provide a good basis for discussion when we meet with you.
We will be happy to elaborate further on the matters raised in this plan.
We are committed to delivering a high-quality audit. Our audit is risk based, which means that
we focus on the areas that matter. Every member of the audit team will contribute to
achieving the highest standard of professional excellence.
If there are additional matters that you think we should include, or any matters requiring
clarification, please discuss these with me.

Yours sincerely

Julian Tan
Director
11 June 2018
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Audit risks and issues
Focus areas
Based on the planning work and discussions that we have completed to date,
we have identified the following main audit risks and focus areas.

Audit risk/issue

Our audit response

The risk of management override of internal controls
There is an inherent risk in every organisation
of fraud resulting from management override
of internal controls. Management are in a
unique position to perpetrate fraud because of
their ability to manipulate accounting records
and prepare fraudulent financial statements by
overriding controls that otherwise appear to be
operating effectively. Auditing standards
require us to treat this as a risk on every audit.

Our audit response to this risk includes:

Other focus areas

Our audit response

•

testing the appropriateness of selected
journal entries;

•

reviewing accounting estimates for
indications of bias; and

•

evaluating any unusual or one-off
transactions, including those with
related parties.

Property, plant and equipment (PPE)
Environment Canterbury periodically revalue
its assets. PBE IPSAS 17, Property, Plant and
Equipment, requires that valuations are carried
out with sufficient regularity to ensure that the
carrying amount does not differ materially
from fair value.

We will review revaluations performed on
asset classes to assess whether they comply
with relevant accounting standards, and the
assumptions applied are reasonable. We will
check that any movements in the valuations
have been accounted for correctly.

Environment Canterbury should formally assess
and document whether a revaluation is needed
for an asset class this year. It is important to
make this assessment at an early stage.

We will review management’s assessment as to
whether the carrying value, for assets classes
which are not to be revalued, are materially
different from their fair values.

If a revaluation of PPE is required, we expect
Environment Canterbury to perform and
manage the valuation properly. This is because
a revaluation of PPE involves the use of
significant judgements and estimates and
therefore, it presents a potential risk of
misstatement in the financial statements.
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Audit risk/issue

Our audit response

Audit of Environment Canterbury’s debenture trust deed
As Environment Canterbury’s appointed
auditor, we will also issue a report to the
trustees of its debenture trust deed. This
requirement is included in Environment
Canterbury’s trust deed dated
21 September 2015.
We are required to issue our report to the
trustees within 30 days of signing the annual
report.

We will agree separate terms for this limited
assurance engagement of the debenture trust
deed.
We will arrange with Environment Canterbury
to allow us adequate time to issue our audit
report to the trustees within 30 days of
adopting its annual report.
As part of our audit, we will enquire into the
maintenance of Environment Canterbury's
register of securities and the audit of the
register itself by the register’s external auditor.

Please tell us about any additional matters we should consider, or any specific risks that we
have not covered. Additional risks may also emerge during the audit. These risks will be
factored into our audit response and our reporting to you.

Fraud risk
Misstatements in the financial statements and performance information can arise from either
fraud or error. The distinguishing factor between fraud and error is whether the underlying
action is intentional or unintentional. In considering fraud risk, two types of intentional
misstatements are relevant – misstatements resulting from fraudulent reporting, and
misstatements resulting from misappropriation of assets.
The primary responsibility for the prevention and detection of fraud and error rests with the
Council, with assistance from management. In this regard, we will discuss the following
questions with you:
•

What role does the Council play in relation to fraud? How do you monitor
management’s exercise of its responsibilities?

•

Has a robust fraud risk assessment been completed? If so, is the Council satisfied that
it had appropriate input into this process?

•

How does management provide assurance that appropriate internal controls to
address fraud risks are in place and operating?

•

What protocols/procedures have been established between the Council and
management to keep you informed of instances of fraud, either actual, suspected, or
alleged?
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•

Are you aware of any actual, suspected, or alleged fraud? If so, have the results of
management’s investigation been reported to the Council? Has appropriate action
been taken on any lessons learned?

Our responsibility
Our responsibility is to obtain reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that the financial
statements and performance information are free from material misstatement resulting from
fraud. Our approach to obtaining this assurance is to:

•

identify fraud risk factors and evaluate areas of potential risk of material
misstatement;

•

evaluate the effectiveness of internal controls in mitigating the risks;

•

perform substantive audit procedures; and

•

remain alert for indications of potential fraud in evaluating audit evidence.
The Auditor-General has published useful information on fraud that can be found at
oag.govt.nz/reports/fraud-reports.
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Our audit process
Initial planning activities include verifying compliance with independence
requirements and building the audit team.

We use our extensive sector and business knowledge to make sure we
have a broad and deep understanding of you, your business, and the
environment you operate in.

We use our knowledge of the business, the sector and the environment
to identify and assess the risks that could lead to a material misstatement
in the financial statements and performance information.

During the interim audit, we update our understanding of internal
control. This includes reviewing the control environment, risk assessment
processes, and relevant aspects of information systems controls.

We use the results of the internal control evaluation to determine how
much we can rely on the information produced from your systems during
our final audit.

During the final audit we will be auditing the balances, disclosures, and
other information included in Environment Canterbury’s financial
statements and performance information.

We will issue our audit report on the financial statements and
performance information. We will also report to the Council covering any
relevant matters that come to our attention.
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Materiality
In performing our audit, we apply the concept of materiality. In the public sector, materiality
refers to something that if omitted, misstated, or obscured could reasonably be expected to:
•

influence readers’ overall understanding of the financial statements and
performance information; and

•

influence readers’ in making decisions about the stewardship and allocation of
resources, or assessing your performance.

This definition of materiality is broader than the one used in the private sector.
Accounting standards also require the Council and management to consider materiality in
preparing the financial statements. IFRS Practice Statement 2, Making Materiality Judgements,
provides guidance on how to make materiality judgements from a financial statements
preparer’s perspective. For PBEs add: Although this guidance is primarily aimed at for-profit
entities, the same principles can be applied by public benefit entities.
Whether information is material is a matter of judgement. We consider the nature and size of
each item judged in the surrounding circumstances. The nature or size of the item, or a
combination of both, could be the determining factor. Materiality will be lower for some items
due to their sensitivity.

Misstatements
Misstatements are differences in, or omissions of, amounts and disclosures that may affect a
reader’s overall understanding of your financial statements and performance information.
During the audit, we will provide details of any such misstatements we identify to an
appropriate level of management.
We will ask for each misstatement to be corrected, other than those that are clearly trivial.
Where management does not wish to correct a misstatement we will seek written
representations from representatives of the Council that specify the reasons why the
corrections will not be made.

Professional judgement and professional scepticism
Many of the issues that arise in an audit, particularly those involving valuations or assumptions
about the future, involve estimates. Estimates are inevitably based on imperfect knowledge or
dependent on future events. Many financial statement items involve subjective decisions or a
degree of uncertainty. There is an inherent level of uncertainty which cannot be eliminated.
These are areas where we must use our experience and skill to reach an opinion on the
financial statements and performance information.
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The term “opinion” reflects the fact that professional judgement is involved. Our audit report
is not a guarantee but rather reflects our professional judgement based on work performed in
accordance with established standards.
Auditing standards require us to maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit.
Professional scepticism is an attitude that includes a questioning mind and a critical
assessment of audit evidence. Professional scepticism is fundamentally a mind-set. A sceptical
mind-set drives us to adopt a questioning approach when considering information and in
forming conclusions.
Exercising professional scepticism means that we will not accept everything we are told at face
value. We will ask you and management to provide evidence to support what you tell us. We
will also challenge your judgements and assumptions and weigh them against alternative
possibilities.

How we consider compliance with laws and regulations
As part of the Auditor-General’s mandate, we consider compliance with laws and regulations
that directly affect your financial statements or general accountability. Our audit does not
cover all of your requirements to comply with laws and regulations.
Our approach involves first assessing the systems and procedures that you have in place to
monitor and manage compliance with laws and regulations relevant to the audit. We may also
complete our own checklists. In addition, we will ask you about any non-compliance with laws
and regulations that you are aware of. We will evaluate the effect of any such non-compliance
on our audit.

Wider public sector considerations
A public sector audit also examines whether:
•

Environment Canterbury carries out its activities effectively and efficiently;

•

waste is occurring or likely to occur as a result of any act or failure to act by
Environment Canterbury ;

•

there is any sign or appearance of a lack of probity as a result of any act or omission
by Environment Canterbury or by one or more of its members, office holders, or
employees; and

•

there is any sign or appearance of a lack of financial prudence as a result of any act or
omission by Environment Canterbury or by one of more of its members, office
holders, or employees.
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Reporting protocols
Communication with management and the Council
We will meet with management and the Council throughout the audit. We will
maintain ongoing, proactive discussion of issues as and when they arise to
ensure there are “no surprises”.
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Audit logistics
Our team
Our senior audit team members are:

Julian Tan

Director

Debbie Bradfield

Audit Manager

Hasnain Ejaz

Senior Auditor

Our engagement team is selected to ensure that we have the right subject matter expertise
and sector knowledge. Each member of the audit team has received tailored training to
develop their expertise.
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Timetable
Our proposed timetable is:

Interim audit begins
Draft interim management report issued

9 April 2018
15 June 2018

Draft financial statements available for audit (including notes to the
financial statements) with actual year-end figures

20 August 2018

Final audit begins

20 August 2018

Final financial statements available, incorporating all the amendments
agreed to between us

3 September 2018

Annual report available, including any Chair’s and Chief Executive’s
overview or reports

14 September 2018

Verbal audit clearance given

21 September 2018

Audit opinion issued

3 October 2018

Draft final detailed management report issued

3 October 2018
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Expectations
For the audit process to go smoothly for both you and us, there are
expectations that each of us need to meet.
Our respective responsibilities are set out in our audit engagement letter
dated 4 December 2017.
We expect that:
•

you will provide us with access to all relevant records and provide information in a
timely manner;

•

staff will provide an appropriate level of assistance;

•

the draft financial statements, including all relevant disclosures, will be available in
accordance with the agreed timetable;

•

management will make available a detailed workpaper file supporting the
information in the financial statements; and

•

the annual report, financial statements and performance information will be
subjected to appropriate levels of quality review before being provided to us.

To help you prepare for the audit, we will liaise with management and provide them with a
detailed list of the information we will need for the audit. We have also published information
to explain what to expect from your audit:
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Health and safety
The Auditor-General and Audit New Zealand take seriously their responsibility
to provide a safe working environment for audit staff.
Under the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015, we need to make
arrangements with management to keep our audit staff safe while they are
working at your premises.
We expect you to provide a work environment for our audit staff that minimises or, where
possible, eliminates risks to their health and safety. This includes providing adequate lighting
and ventilation, suitable desks and chairs, and safety equipment where required. We also
expect management to provide them with all information or training necessary to protect
them from any risks they may be exposed to at your premises. This includes advising them of
emergency evacuation procedures and how to report any health and safety issues.
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Julian Tan
Director
Audit New Zealand Mana Arotake Aotearoa
Level 3 West, 335 Lincoln Road
Addington
Christchurch 8104
Mobile phone + 64 21 222 8467
www.auditnz.govt.nz
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6.3. Audit NZ Report to Council on the
interim audit for the year ended 30 June
2018
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) report
Date of meeting

Thursday 28th June 2018

Author

Katherine Harbrow, CFO

Endorsed by

Miles McConway, Director Finance & Corporate Services

Purpose
1.

To provide PARC with a copy of the Audit NZ report on the 2017/18 interim audit that
was undertaken in April 2018.

Recommendations
That the Performance, Audit and Risk Committee:
1.

Acknowledge the Audit NZ Interim audit report and note the issues that have
been raised and the progress that has been made to resolve outstanding
recommendations.

Background
2.

Audit NZ visit Environment Canterbury twice a year. The interim audit is an opportunity
for Audit NZ to check the control environment and systems in advance of the year end.
This advance work saves time for other checks in August at the year end audit.

3.

Audit NZ checked the following key control environments:
a. governance;
b. risk management;
c. conflict of interest;
d. procurement and contract management;
e. asset management;
f.

project management; and

g. financial sustainability.
4.

Audit NZ reviewed the following key systems:
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h. expenditure;
i.

payroll;

j.

revenue – including rates, NZTA subsidy claim processes and the
MetroCard;

k. cash receipting;
l.

property, plant and equipment – including infrastructural and operational
assets;

m. treasury management system;
n. bank reconciliations; and
o.
5.

journals.

Audit NZ also reviewed the systems in place to monitor and report on non-financial
performance measures.

New Issues
6.

Audit NZ has identified these three new issues. Management responses have been
included in the attached report in reply to Audit NZ. We believe these issues are minor
and appropriate mitigations have been put in place.

Progress on outstanding recommendations
7.

There are three outstanding recommendations from previous audits that have
progressed but are still being monitored by Audit NZ. Management responses have
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been included in the attached report in reply to Audit NZ. We believe these issues are
minor and appropriate mitigations have been put in place.
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Financial implications
8.

The cost of the interim and final external audits are included in the Annual Report
project under Regional Leadership.

Risk assessment and legal compliance
9.

The Annual Report must be approved four months from the end of the financial year
(i.e. 31 October).

10. An external audit report is included in this Annual Report.

Significance and engagement
11. The Annual Report contains all the financial statements and notes required by Tier 1 of
the Public Sector Accounting standards, and all the disclosures required by the LGA
2002 and the Local Government (Financial Reporting and Prudence) Regulations 2014.
12. The Annual Report provides public accountability to the community on what has been
achieved during the financial year.

Consistency with council policy
13. The external audit of the Annual Report is a legislative requirement.

Communication
14. The 2017/18 Annual Report will be available as part of the 18 October Council meeting
agenda and on Environment Canterbury website from this date. Included in this Annual
Report will be the audit report.

Next steps
15. Audit NZ will be on site from 20 August 2018 for the year end Annual Report audit
16. PARC will receive the 2017/18 Annual Report at the 4 October 2018 PARC meeting
and recommend to Council that the 2017/18 Annual Report can be adopted.
17. Council will adopt the 2017/18 Annual Report 18 October 2018

Attachments
1. Audit NZ Report to Council on the Interim Audit for the year ended 30 June 2018
File reference

[SharePoint link for this paper]

Peer reviewers

Wendy Gainford, LTP Finance Lead
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Key messages
Summary
We have completed our interim audit of the Canterbury Regional Council (hereafter referred to as
“Environment Canterbury”) for the year ending 30 June 2018. Our visit focussed on the overall
control environment, as well as a review of specific financial and non-financial controls during our
visit to ensure that these have operated effectively during the period. We will use this information in
developing our audit approach for the final audit.
A member of our Information Systems Audit and Assurance (ISAA) team performed a further visit
during March 2018 to review the IT General Controls in place at Environment Canterbury. This review
focussed on assessing the design effectiveness of activity-level control processes, such as network
security, data management, and incident management. The results of this are included within this
report.
Issues identified during the audit
The following table summarises our recommendations and their priority:
Section Recommendation
3.1

Urgent

Monthly rates reconciliation

Necessary

Beneficial



Monthly rates reconciliations should be reviewed as a
standard procedure every month, evidenced with a
signature and date to ensure that the review has been
completed and documented.
3.2

Payroll reports (signature list) not evidenced



The payroll signature list report must be signed and
dated timeously by the person checking and
reviewing, as evidence of the review.
3.3

Monthly credit card statements are not reviewed in
a timely manner



Credit card statements should be reviewed in a timely
manner.

There is an explanation of the priority rating system in Appendix 1.
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Thank you
We would like to thank the Council and management and staff for the assistance we received during
the interim visit.

Julian Tan
Director
11 June 2018
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Assessment of your control environment
We have performed a high-level assessment of the control environment. We have
performed this assessment for the purpose of planning the most effective and efficient
audit approach, in order to enable us to express an audit opinion on the Council’s financial
statements and the non-financial information. We considered the overall attitude,
awareness, and actions of the Council and management in establishing and maintaining
effective management procedures and internal controls.
In performing this assessment we considered both the “design effectiveness” 1 and
“operational effectiveness” 2 of internal control. The explanation of these terms is outlined
below. However, it is not the purpose of our assessment to provide you with assurance on
internal control in its own right. As such we provide no assurance that our assessment will
necessarily identify and detect all matters in relation to internal control.
In performing this assessment we have identified areas where we believe the control
environment can be improved. These matters are later in this report.
Our review of the control environment included the following areas:
•

governance;

•

risk management;

•

conflict of interest;

•

procurement and contract management;

•

asset management;

•

project management; and

•

financial sustainability.

We completed our standard risk assessments in the above areas. We did not identify any
new findings or high risk areas in these risk assessments. Some features of the control
environment we noted include appropriate reporting on financial and non-financial
performance, the implementation of a risk management framework and the appointment
of a Risk Advisor. We consider the role of the Performance Audit and Risk Committee
(PARC) as effective.
Internal controls
We reviewed the internal controls in place for your key financial and non-financial
information systems, as detailed below. Internal controls are the policies and processes
that are designed to provide reasonable assurance as to reliability and accuracy of financial
1 Control is effective to either prevent or detect a material error in either the financial statements and/or non-financial information. The control is “fit for
purpose”.
2 Control has operated effectively throughout the period tested.
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and non-financial reporting, as well as compliance with significant legislative requirements.
These internal controls are designed, implemented and maintained by the Council and
management. Both “design effective” and “operationally effective” internal control is
important to minimise the risk of either fraud or misstatement occurring. The responsibility
for the effective design, implementation and maintenance of internal control rests with the
governing body.
The key systems that we reviewed are as follows:
•

expenditure;

•

payroll;

•

revenue – including rates, NZTA subsidy claim processes and the MetroCard;

•

cash receipting;

•

property, plant and equipment – including infrastructural and operational assets;

•

treasury management system;

•

bank reconciliations; and

•

journals.

Any issues identified have been included in section 4 of the report.

2

Non-financial performance measures
We reviewed the systems in place to monitor and report on non-financial performance
measures. Our work included a review of the following areas:
•

entity-level control environment;

•

public passenger transport;

•

flood protection;

•

consents and compliance;

•

Canterbury Water Management Strategy; and

•

biodiversity and biosecurity.

The Non-Financial Performance Measures Rules 2013, promulgated by the Department of
Internal Affairs, specify a set of standard performance measures for local authorities to
report against. The review of systems included a certain number of these measures. The
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measures were included in Council’s 2017/18 Annual Plan and actual performance against
the targets needs to be reported in the 2018 annual report.
From our review, we consider that Council has appropriate systems in place to monitor and
report against the measures within its Annual Plan or Long-Term Plan (LTP).

3

Issues identified in the interim audit

3.1

Monthly rates reconciliation
Findings
There is no standard review procedure to monitor the monthly rates reconciliation process.
Recommendation
Monthly rates reconciliations should be reviewed as part of the standard monthly review
process, evidenced with a signature and date to ensure the review has been done.
Management comments
We subcontract our rating service to our Territorial Authorities and therefore there is not a
high risk in relation to this reconciliation process. A review process is undertaken by our
Assistant Accountant quarterly.

3.2

Payroll reports (signature list) not evidenced
Findings
There was no evidence to conform that the “Not In Standard Pay”, “Z01/Z03” and
“PROJOVT” reports get reviewed.
Recommendation
The payroll signature list report must be signed and dated timeously by the person checking
and reviewing, as evidence of the review.
Management comments
This payroll was audited part way through the process and was subsequently checked and
reviewed when the casual staff member was back at work. This payroll run was correct and
there was no risk.
Since April we now have an additional permanent Payroll Advisor resource. This will ensure
going forward that checks and reviews are undertaken in a timely manner.
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Monthly credit card statements
Findings
The Credit card statement for February 2018 was not reviewed time. The credit card
statement was checked almost a month and a half after April 2018 and no reason could be
provided to explain the late review.
Recommendation
Credit card statements should be reviewed in a timely manner.
Management comments
Managers are reminded each month about the timely approval of purchase card
expenditure and Managers are followed up if they have still not approved items. Noncompliance is reported up to their Manager and the card is threatened to be reduced to $1
if expenditure is not approved. There is only one credit card for corporate expenditure and
timely approval is requested and followed up.

3.4

Management override
During the interim audit, we did not identify any instances where any controls had been
overridden. However, we will continue to maintain an awareness of this during the final
audit.
We also held fraud discussions with management and those charged with governance
including enquiries as to the processes in place at Council to reduce the risk of fraud or
management override. We were advised that management and those charged with
governance are not aware of any actual or suspected fraud during the year to date.

4

Summary of recommendations
Summary of action taken against previous years’ recommendations:
Number of recommendations
from previous years’ audits

Current status

Two

Matters that have been resolved

Three

Progress is being made, but not yet fully resolved

This summary needs to be read in conjunction with the status of recommendations raised
in previous years’ management reports as detailed at Appendix 2.
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Appendix 1: Explanation of priority rating system
Our recommendations for improvement and their priority are based on our assessment of how far
short Environment Canterbury is from a standard that is appropriate for the size, nature, and
complexity of its business. We have developed the following ratings for our recommendations:
Urgent

Needs to be addressed urgently

Major improvements required

These recommendations relate to a serious deficiency that
exposes Environment Canterbury to significant risk. Risks could
include a material error in the financial statements and the
non-financial information; a breach of significant legislation; or
the risk of reputational harm.

Necessary

Address at the earliest reasonable opportunity, generally within
6 months

Improvements are necessary

These recommendations relate to deficiencies that need to be
addressed to meet expected standards of good practice. These
include any control weakness that could undermine the system
of internal control or create operational inefficiency.

Beneficial

Address, generally within 6 to 12 months

Some improvement required

These recommendations relate to deficiencies that result in
Environment Canterbury falling short of best practice. These
include weakness that do not result in internal controls being
undermined or create a risk to operational effectiveness.
However, in our view it is beneficial for management to address
these.
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Appendix 2: Status of recommendations
Matters that have been resolved
Recommendation

Outcome

Total mobility scheme
Environment Canterbury continue its efforts to actively
resolve the alleged overpayment issue with the taxi
companies.

The final (third) settlement was made
during the year.

Creditor Masterfile changes
Produce and review a Masterfile changes report on a monthly
basis that is reviewed by an independent employee (i.e. an
employee who does not have access to create creditors or
post invoices) back to supporting documentation.
This report should be signed and dated as evidence of review.

A new setting has been added during
the upgrade of Microsoft Dynamics
(Navision) that stops a supplier being
paid if a second person hasn’t checked a
new supplier set up, or change to a bank
account.

Progress is being made, but not yet fully resolved
Recommendation

Current status

Priority

Management’s proposed
action

Management is currently
working on de registering the
dormant subsidiary.

Necessary

Council and Director
approval has been
obtained. Central
Government departments
are in the process of deregistering this company
(i.e. IRD/ Companies
Office). This de-registration
should occur by 30 June 18.

Necessary

MOT HHT survey has been
repurposed. The survey
now covers a wider scope
and as such, any results
are not wholly comparable
to historical data in terms
of relativity. Results to

Dormant subsidiary
The exemption for the
dormant subsidiary should be
given prospectively by
Environment Canterbury by
30 June for each financial
year commencing from
1 July.

Public passenger transport performance measure
Adequate disclosure and
explanation is provided in the
Annual Report to explain the
rationale behind the rereporting of the 2014/15
result, to inform the readers

Currently, the Ministry is
changing the methodology
for the HHTS (this process
started in October 2015).
They are moving towards
using electronic data
collection to keep costs
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of the statement of portfolio
performance.

manageable. Consequently,
Council plan to report the
result from the 2014/15
annual report again.
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Priority

Management’s proposed
action
date are also not of a
standard to enable us to
rely on them, due to
limited sample size. We
will need to wait for
another year’s worth of
data to enable greater
confidence.

Monitoring of ground leases
Establish an asset system to
record the monitoring
activities carried out during
the year and record the
relevant results.

Council is currently in
collaboration with other
Councils to develop and
procure an asset
management system to
monitor assets.
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Necessary

Environment Canterbury
have confirmed Adapt
Solutions as the preferred
supplier for the Asset
Management System,
which will be the central
system for all Council
assets. We are currently
hosting technical sessions
throughout the business to
complete the gap analysis.
Implementation is
expected to commence in
July 2018.
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7.

Public Excluded

Performance, Audit and Risk Committee (PARC) Report
Author

Vivienne Ong, Committee Advisor

Endorsed by

Catherine Schache, General Counsel

Meeting with the public excluded
1.

That the public be excluded from the following part of the proceedings of this meeting,
namely:
 7.1

2.

Risk Standing Report

The general subject of the matters to be considered while the public is excluded, the
reason for passing this resolution and the specific grounds under section 48(1) of the
Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:

General subject of each
matter to be considered

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to each
matter

7.1

That good reason exists for not Section 48(1)(a)
discussing the matter with the
public present and is not
outweighed by the public
interest.

Risk Standing Report

Ground(s) under section
48(1) for the passing of
this resolution

This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by
section 6 or section 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or
relevant part of the proceeding of the meeting in public are as follows:
7.1

Enable the Council holding the information to carry on, without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and industrial negotiations)
– Section 7(2)(i)

That appropriate officers remain to provide advice to the Committee.
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8.

Notices of Motion

9.

Extraordinary and Urgent Business

10. Questions
11. Next Meeting
12. Closure
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